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Rationale,— The trends of our present day society are constantly
experiencing progressive changes. The citizens, as participating members
of this democratic milieu, must continually struggle to defend the ex¬
istence of this environment in a world of many conflicting social ideo¬
logies, The maintenance of democratic ideals in jbnerica depends upon
the ability of the citizens to understand political and economic problems,
and to think and act intelligently in social situations.
The primary aims of the secondary school have been expressed in
terms of self-realization, economic efficiency, good citizenship, human
relationship, and other such objectives, Basic to all of these is the
concept that in high school boys and girls should learn to think - to
think reflectively. In other words, our secondary schools are expected
to produce individuals who are intellectually independent.
Administrators and teachers are becoming more aware of the need and
importance of organized testing programs for deterraing the level of
achievement of their pupils. It is to be kept in mind, however, that
there are differences and similarities that exist among all individuals -
differences in intelligence, rate and level of achievement, aptitudes,
interests, individual competence, social and econcmic status, and many
other phases. There are, likewise, similarities that are constant with
all American youth - a need for educational competency.
Smith discusses at length the necessity of our youths being prepared
2
to function intelligently within a social milieu. The hypotheses of his
■work are (1) that for a pupil to leeim a concept, or a generalization,
means that the learning takes place through a complete thought process,
and (2) that pupils in high school can learn the skill involved in this
1
process.
All youth, as members of society and potential adult citizens,
possess the right to participate in the benefits of society, among which
is the pri'vllege of sharing the socializing influences of the secondary
school. It can be assxmied that secondary schools are laboratories for
development of democracy. This does not imply, however, that no other
levels of the school system share this function. There undoubtedly may
be manifestations of democracy on all levels of the educative process.
Certainly an assumption in this regard seems justifiable in America,
Fe-vertheless, because of the particular nature of the secondary school
and the gro'wth characteristics of secondary school youths, this part of
the school system has the major obligation of pro'vlding for its clientele
the opportunity to become independent and responsible members of a demo¬
cratic society.
Democracy has come to mean something more than the right to vo-te.
It is the way of life, and as such, its concepts serve as guides not
only in the political sphere, but also in other aspects of li'ving. As
emphasized by Chisholm, democracy has no prejudice for or against any
individual as an indi-vidxral. It assumes that all shall have equal righ-ts
to develop their -talents - the genius, the average individual, and the
mediocre - and it suggests a general frame of reference as to procedure
1
Herbert F. A, Sfldth, "Reflecti-ve Thinkings A liaifying Aim of





McSwain advances the thought, in reflecting upon the social stu¬
dies, and which seems applicable here, that the primary function of
schools is to provide the environmental means or resources which each
individual uses in his own unique way in learning to apply and improve
his ability in mental inquiry, anotional control, and moral accountabi¬
lity as he interacts in new situations encountered in his daily living.
He specifically states;
Education is a social process in which the pupil
loams, appraises, and develops his personal-social
self. In a democracy, schools serve society and chil¬
dren only when the social studies and the total ourri-
culm help young citizens learn to deal more effectively
with emerging novel situations.*
This thought is further emphasized in a statement by Stiles and
Dorsey;
Society turns to education for creative improvement.
It depends for this improvement and continuance upon the
development of attitudes, habits, understanding, skills,
and knowledge that result in appropriate behavior,®
Thus, if youths are to acquire the understeindings necessary for
effective participation in group living, they should have the opportmity
to continuously meet important social and economic concepts and genera¬
lizations. Through progressive study and reflection, these factors can
become a part of the pupils' equipment to be interpreted and applied in
1
Leslie L, Chisholm, Guiding Youth in the Secondary School (New
York; American Book Company, idsb), p. d.
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E. T. McSwain, "Assumptions Basic to Social Studies Cvirriculum
Dnprovement," Improving the Social Studies Cttrriculum, Twenty-sixth
Yearbook of the National Council for the Social Studies (Washington,
D. C., 1965), p, 71.
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Lindley J, Stiles and Mattie F. Dorsey, Democratic Teaching in
Secondary Schools (Chicago; J, B. Lippencott, 1950), p. 16,
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their daily living, Cretry lends added substantiation to this position
in the belief that by giving the pupil every available chance to ex¬
press his interest in practical experiences, to participate in planning
and sharing with others, and to accept the responsibility for his actions,
the school helps him to grow toward democratic independence,^
For the purpose of this study it is to be understood that since
secondaiy education provides for all youth, it is more concerned with
outlook, and intellectual perspective to what might otherwise be nar¬
row personal action or mere forms of technical skill. The chief purpose
for including the social studies in the school ciurricultun, according to
McSwain, is to help advance American society through the improved living
of yo\mg people as they move toward the opportunities and duties of adult
2
citizenship.
Development of the intellect and skills, and the acquisition and
application of knowledge are all required in the area of social studies
because these subjects represent a fundamental part of the cultural
heritage. They help the individual place his activities in their proper
time and space relationships. Further, the social studies have been
emphasized because they help pupils see, mderstand, and solve some of
their most significant personal, social, econcaaic, and political ques¬
tions, As explicated by Park, the social studies, especially since 1925,
have been used to acquaint pupils and students with problems and problem-
solving techniques,
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Joe Park, "The Role of the Social Studies in General Education,"
The Social Studies, XLVTI (October, 1956), 211,
The traditional social studies program, in "which emphasis is
placed most hea"7ily upon factual learnings in the subject areas of
history, geography, and civics, is being supplemented -with a program
in -which pupils learn the principles and processes of democracy. This
is accomplished "through direct contact "with these principles in the
community and by practice of them in the classroom. The objecti-ves of
this modem program are concomitant to the ones already es"tablished in
this curriculum area - development of the ability to live and work demo¬
cratically, to respect the worth and digni"ty and the contributicjns of
everyone, to know the way of making life bet"ber for one’s self and one's
associates, to create good human relations.
According to a recent sur"vey, there are many schools in all sec¬
tions of the nation that are digilently working to develop the kinds of
programs required to accomplish their specific goals. The large majority,
however, are lagging behind, still operating -rery much in a strictly tra¬
ditional manner. This lag, according to the survey, is due in part to
a need for help with the task of changing traditions, attitudes, school
organizations, teaching skills and content,^
Wesley, in a very detailed discussion, emphasizes the fact that
every social studies teacher tries to mderstand the contemporary world
because she is a citizen and because there is a need for such understand¬
ing in performing professional duties. Realizing that our socie-ty is
one of be"wilderment and perplexity, several approaches must be synthe¬
sized into a formula so that during the "beaohing-leaming process more
comprehension of today’s world and its problems may be at"fcained,
1
Lester Beals, "The High School: Past and Present," Bulletin of
the National Association of Secondary School Principals, (Januar^
1957), p. 24,
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In the following description, Wesley points out the importance of
various social studies to the pupil's intellectual developments
1. The study of philosophy offers an over-all view of
man's problems. Broadly interpreted, this field
covers the whole range of ethics, morals, standards,
and purposes; it examines hvnnan institutions, ap¬
praises civilization, and foretells the outcomes of
the various policies which might be adopted. ...
Philosophy provides illuminating analyses and inter¬
pretations.
2. History provides a well-known and a specific approach
to understanding socieiy. It is one of the most
practicable approaches to an understanding of current
social issues.
3. Economic development affords one of the best hallmarks
of the status of the people. The division of labor,
the regional specialization of agricultxire, the inte¬
grated network of finance and the enormous flow of
goods - foreign and domestic - are strikingly charac¬
teristic of industrialized ootmtries.
4. Changes in human institutions offer a perennial chal¬
lenge to the pupil of society. The family, church,
government, and school originate in human needs;
they assTome functions and acquire structxires. ...
Human needs change rapidly, however; and so, social
institutions must be modified to meet new conditions.
This, in itself, is a process.
5. Government is another approach to the study of society.
Of all human institutions, it has probably undergone
the most complete change. Books describe these changes,
the citizen - pupil and layman - observe them, and the
social studies teacher imderstands, describes, and ex¬
plains them. ^
Through the social studies an individual can take intelligent
stock of his relations to his family, his school, his job, his occu¬
pation, his business, his church, his local government, as well as
take stock of the state, nation, and world. In a local conmunity the
individual may see many social forces at work that axe also at work in
1
Edgar B. Wesley, Teaching Social Studies in High Schools
(Bostont D. C. Heath and Company, 1956), pp. 43-4^.
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the nation at large. He will see that society is divided into many
groups - religious, raoial, social, economic, occupational. Ho will
see how amazingly complex these groups are; for every individual is at
any given time a member of many groups. The individual further will
see at work the democratic process of group adjustment and compromise.
The social studies help youths see beyond platitudes, stereotypes, and
facades, to see the community as it actually operates. Thus, the parti¬
cipant of the social studies should be more capable to become socially
and politically discerning and effective.
There are certain terms which are used extensively within the
confines of this study. For the purpose of clarity and preciseness of
vinderstanding, these terms are defined as follows;
1, ’’Level of proficiency” refers to the level of achievement the
pupils have attained as measured by certain standardized in¬
struments. The instruments explicated and used as a part of
this research are appropriate examples.
2, ”Concepts” refer to the generalized and inclusive range in
the meaning of a word,^ There are many classifications of
concepts among iidiioh is listed "social studies concepts.”
2
Those deal directly with human relationships,
3, "Generalizations" refer to an inclusive statement of relation¬
ships, trends, and/or tendencies. Based on detailed facts,
they provide bases for interpreting additional facts which
g
fit the general category,
1






4. "Skills” refer to those abilities whioh enable an individual
to perform with a certain degree of competency in a given
situation.^
5. "General education" refers to those experiences which are pro¬
vided to meet the personal-social needs common to all or most
2
of the young people growing up in a democratic society.
6. "Secondary school" refers not to the matter of subjects which
are taught, but rather, the period in the pupils* lives
between puberty and adulthood - adolescence; it has been called
"education for the teens." Because it normally begins about
the age of twelve or thirteen years and does not end until
nineteen or twenty, the secondary school period extends over
eight years and includes, according to the present classifi¬
cation, junior high school, senior high school and the junior
college.®
7. "Social studies" refer to the school subjects that deal with
human relationships. They comprise the general subject areas
that give a measure of knowledge for understanding contemporary
society.^
8. "Pupil" and "youth" are being used interchangeably and refer
to the individual who is under close supervision of a teanher
1
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at the secondary school level either because of age or be¬
cause of specialization in some branch of study. The term
"pupil" is not to be confused with the term "student," which
refers to one attending a higher institution of learning, or
one who has devoted much attention to a particular problem,
1
such as a college student,
9, "Mental ability" refers to the facility and depth an individ¬
ual possesses with irtiich new ideas are grasped, the capacity
to learn, and the ease with which adjustments to new conditions
2
are made.
Evolution of the Problem#— Our youths assxrnie various responsibi¬
lities while participating within the environment of the school as well
as out in the community. As these youths function in different roles,
society is demanding of them more intelligent understanding of the social
forces that affect behavior. It is further being demanded of them -that
they possess an adeptness at knowing, as well as applying the principles
and techniques of living that are most adaptable to group action, A
certain amount of competence as leaders within groups that are concerned
with co-operative action is still another quality that is expected of an
individual who is to take his rightful place in society,
Bertrand Russell, the well known English philosopher, expounds
explicitly the fact that controlling the world’s population, distributing
the earth’s supply of food stuffs, conserving natural resources, and
1
Clarence L, Barnhart (ed,), The American College Dictionary (New
York* Random House, 1963),
2
Alice Crow, An Outline of Educational Psychology (Ames, Iowa*
Littlefield, Adams and Company, ld56), p, 38,
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developing an international orgsmization to maintain peace demand
modem man’s immediate and intelligent attention. He also offers the
thought that the root of the matter is that our youths need an education
that will result in the acquisition and application of knowledge, the
development of the ability to think critically, and an impulse towards
creativeness.^
This thought parallels the thinking of Blanchard who is of the
opinion that the curricula of the present day high school have been sys¬
tematized, formulated, and motivated for the purpose of meeting the
demands of our ever-changing society. This type of educaticn, as further
indicated, was predicted by competent educators over a decade ago, and
now, we see these predictions as part of our present day educational
2
philosophy.
Completion of the requirements for graduation serves as a terminal
education for the majority of the youths at the Hamilton High School,
Avondale Estates, Georgia, which is the specific school of concem in
this study. Further, of the nuonber of youths that begin their high
school career, many do not complete their training. The senior high
school youths included in this study were members of the class which
5
ended the 1966-1957 school term with an active enrollment of 135* As
of the second semester of the 1957-1958 school term, only 85 (63 per
cent) were enrolled. During conferences with them, the main reasons
1
Bertrand Russell, The Dnpact of Science on Society (New Yorki
Simon and Schuster, 1953), p. 92.
2
Everard Blanchard, ’’What High Schools Will Be Emphasizing During
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3
Self-study Report to the Conmittee on School Evaluation, Hamilton
High School, April 1, 1957 (in the files of DeEalb County Board of
Education.)
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stated for withdrawing from school were ’’marriage," "work," "not inter¬
ested in school," and "parental indifference," IXiring the month of
April, 1958, two more withdrew because of "parents' request," and "work,"
For those who had withdrawn, as well as those who were then cur¬
rently enrolled, there were no recorded data from performances on stan¬
dardized measuring devices which would have given any indication of their
level of proficiency in any of the curriculum eireas. It was not known,
according to factual information, whether the pupils had achieved the
necessary and expected skills, knowledges, and \mderstandings commonly
accepted as desirable outcomes after having participated in formalized
learning situations. In as much as the high school is observed as a
workshop for helping pupils develop their skills and intellect, the wri¬
ter became concerned to the extent that she believed that factual data
relative to the total intellectual development of the pupils should be
immediately ascertained and recorded. More specifically, in as much as
the social studies play a major role in the over-all development of in¬
dividuals, it was felt that there should be factual data revealing the
level of attainment and understanding of concepts, generalizations, and
skills by the specific persons involved, in the social studies. The
writer became even more concerned about the ability of these individuals
to analyze, interpret, and evaluate information, to understand cause-and-
effect relationships, and to understand means-end relationships. Since
there had not been any previous studies that would have revealed this
information for this particular locale,^ it was felt that such data would
be most beneficial in the further development of the Hamilton High School
1




The writer’s awareness of these and other foregoing stated facts
was an inceptive factor for wanting to determine the extent of the
achievement in a certain curriculum area. Having ascertained these spe¬
cific data, the writer could then determine how successful the youths
of this particular school conmunity performed on certain standardized
instruments in the field of social studies and in relation to the national
norms.
Locale of the Study,— Hamilton High School, the setting of this
study, is an accredited Georgia institution according to the criteria of
the Southern Associaticn of Secondary Schools and Colleges and is one of
three secondary schools serving the Negro population of DeKalb Co\mty,
Georgia, As of November, 1957, the total population of DeKalb Covinty was
222,000, including a Negro population of 19,500,^ The school, located
eight miles east of Atlanta in Avondale Estates, endeavors to servo the
educational needs of 430 boys and girls who come from various adjoining
communities, namely* Stone Mountain, Tucker, Clarkston, Comty Line,
and Moxmt Zion,
Avondale Estates does not afford any parks, community centers, nor
other recreational facilities for the Negro youths of that area. The
nearest libraiy for the citizenry of the community, other than the school
library, is located in Decatur, Georgia, three miles west of Avondale
Estates, A Bookmobile, operating directly from the Decatur library,
periodically serves this particular locale,
Hamilton High School serves as the nucleus for many of the recre-
1
DeKalb Covuity Chamber of Commerce, Decatur, Georgia,
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ational, social and educational activities of the comunity. Other
agencies, including industrial plants, small businesses, and other es¬
tablishments afford limited work opportunities to youths after school.
These agencies acquaint the school with job opporttuiities through busi¬
ness representatives as well as through periodic visits to the agencies
by the classes.
The educational status of parents of the pupils enrolled in this
school is at a low ebb. From a study conducted in April, 1957, whereby
519 parents and/or guardians and relatives of the pupils were interviewed,
it was revealed that 212 persons (41 per cent) had not completed elemen¬
tary school; 126 (24.2 per cent) completed elementary school only; 158
(30,4 per cent) attended but did not complete high school; 21 (4 per cent)
graduated from high school; 1 (,2 per cent) completed two years of col¬
lege; 1 (.2 per cent) graduated from college. This survey further re¬
vealed that the majority of employed parents and/or guardians and relatives
were employed in domestic service work, other service work, and common
labor (specifically, 378, 73 per cent). There were 43 (8,3 per cent) ■who
were on relief or memployed. Of the 519 persons interviewed, 280 families
were represented, with the average size family ranging from 5 to 10 per¬
sons per family. Data revealed 162 ( 58 per cent) as home owners, and 118
(42 per cent) renting. There were 22 (8 per cent) broken homes which were
not included in the family total of 280,^
The program of studies of the school is geared along two lines -
that of a terminal form of education, and college preparatory. It also
conc\irs with the c\a*ricul\mi pattem as established by the Georgia State
Board of Education and DeKalb County Board of Education, There are nine-
1
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teen staff members, including the principal, an assistant principal, a
full-time librarian, and two itinerant teachers for driver education and
band. There is no special personnel employed to render gvddance and
comseling services; however, the boys and girls receive counsel from
their homeroom teacher, principal, and/or other staff members who are ex¬
perienced in the area of counseling.
Some Possible Values of the Study.— The data gathered and inter¬
preted in this study should prove beneficial in the following wayss
1. Having knowledge of the youths’ level of proficiency should be
a contributing factor in determining the extent to which in¬
struction in the area of social studies has been beneficial
and meaningful,
2, The data should reveal those areas within the social studies
where the pupils exhibit strengths and/or weaknesses in mastering
the materials related to a particulsir section. This information,
factually supported, could serve as an inceptive factor for
formulating future programs of studies for the social studies
of this particular school.
3, An over-all pictwe of the level of attainment of concepts,
generalizations, and skills in the social studies should be
revealing to the extent that teachers may use such data in de¬
termining further methods and objectives in developing their
particular programs of instruction,
4. This study should indicate the necessity for continued 06U*eful
guidance of and counseling with youths in their selection of
the coxarses that will be beneficial in rounding out their edu¬
cational backgromd.
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Statement of the Problem.— Originally, this study was designed to
determine the level of general proficiency of eighty-five high school
pupils of the eleventh and twelfth grades in the area of social studies.
However, the total number of pupils actually tested for this study was
seventy-eight; two having withdrawn during the month of April prior to
the testing period, and five being absent during the testing period. It
was not a study in which pupils' abilities were compared, one with the
other; but, it was a study to determine the extent of general achievement
whereby the results render a basis for re-evaluating the social studies
instructional program of the Hamilton High School.
The writer wishes to emphasize that prior to and during the course
of this study there was a full awareness of data supporting the fact that
many Negro youths, especially in the southern section of the nation, score
considerably lower on standardized tests than those of other races. To
this evidence, no major refutation is offered; however, it is to be under¬
stood that there are concomitant circumstances which would allow such
evidence to be interpreted with certain reservations. Differences in
cultural habits and expectations, environmental conditions, and hereditary
background to which individuals have been exposed are dominant factors
in the total process of mental development, A generally low test score,
therefore, in any community and among a large sample of its inhabitants
may merely reveal that in a particular region, society is or is not an
enemy to its people; yet, on the other hand, a test score, high or low,
can indicate very clearly the level of proficiency an individual or group
has attained.
Purpose of the Study,— The foremost purpose of this study was to
ascertain the average mental ability level of the named group, as measured
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by a certain test of mental ability. Further, there was to be deter¬
mined what level of proficiency this group of pupils had attained in four
areas of the social studies. Gonclusicns were to be drawn as to the
degree of relationship that existed between the reading and interpreta¬
tion of social studies materials and the mental ability of the group.
This study was designed to make certain recommendations on the basis of
factors revealed relative to the need for re-evaluatioi and re-direction
of the social studies instruction of this particular school.
Specifically, answers were to be sought for the following questions*
1, Tfhat is the average mental ability level of each grade-group
involved in the study?
2, 7?hat is the average mental ability level of the total group
involved in the study?
3, What level of proficiency is evidenced by the group of youths
in the reading and interpretation of general social studies
material?
4, Is there any correlation between the reading and interpretation
of general social studies material and the mental ability of
the group?
5, What level of proficiency is evidenced by the group in reading
and interpreting materials related to American History?
6, Is there any correlation between the reading and interpretation
of American History materials and the mental ability of the
group?
7, What level of proficiency is evidenced by the group in reading
and interpreting materials related to World History?
8, Is there any correlation between the reading and interpretation
of World History materials and mental ability of the group?
179.What level of proficiency is evidenced by the group in reading
and interpreting materials related to Problems of Democracy?
10, Is there any correlation between the reading and interpretation
of materials related to Problems of Democracy and mental abi¬
lity?
11, From the results of the pupils’ performances on the various
instruments employed, are any factors revealed that would indi¬
cate the need for re-direction of social studies instruction in
this particular school?
Limitations of the Study,— This study was primarily concerned with
the level of general proficiency in the area of social studies of a high
school group composed of seventy-eight pupils enrolled in the eleventh
and twelfth grades at Hamilton High School, These two grade-groups were
selected on the basis of their having participated in, and subsequently
completed the required social studies curriculimi offerings. Certain stan¬
dardized tests were employed to ascertain the desired information; however,
proficiency in social studies, or any other curricultmi area, includes
more than can be measured by geneml achievement teats. There are cei^in
skills, vinderstandings, and attitudes which do not lend themselves to
paper-and-poncil testing. The instruments selected, however, are regarded
as collections of items concerned with some of the important testable
abilities which the pupils might be expected to have acquired.
The ability to measure what has been taught has been improved sub¬
stantially during the past twenty-five years. During this period the
distinction between what the individual has learned in terms of specific
information and his vmderstending and ability to use what he has learned
in new situations has been substantially clarified. This trend is clearly
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evidenced in the Cooperative General Achievement Tests, as well as other
stated measuring instruments.^
The concept of evaluating achievement, individually or groxp-Trise,
implies more than a mere measurement of status. It suggests em appraisal
of perfomanoe, presunmbly in relation to ability, and a judgment as to
whether or not achievement is in line with what may be expected in light
of ability. The standard scores for the tests employed in this study were
of such whereby ready comparison of achievement with mental ability could
be made since the scores have been equated to IQ’s derived from the Otis
Quick-Scoring Test of Mental Ability, Gamma EM.
Research Procedure.— The Descriptive-Survey method of research
employing the techniques of standardized tests and statistical analysis
was used. The operational steps involved are eniunerated as follows:
1. The situation was defined, problem located, and main objectives
formulated. This step was initiated during the second semester
of the 1956-1957, and the first semester of the 1957-1958 school
terms.
2. Conferences with the instructional supervisor, principal and
social studies instructors of the particular locale were held
during September, 1957. The purpose of the interviews was
explaining the nature and objectives of the project, and thereby
receiving permission to conduct this stucfy.
3. Literature germane to the study was gathered, reviewed, and
categorized.
4. Different testing instrvtments and their related informational
1
John C. Flanagan, "Can We Measure What We Teach?" The High School
Journal, LIX (December, 1957), 93.
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material were reviewed, after which, selections were made
of the ones used. This step was performed with the assis-
tEuice of the instructional supervisor of DeKalb Cotuity.
5, The following tests were administered assisted by the chsiir-
man of the social studies department of the Hamilton High
Schools
a. The Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental Ability, Gamma M,
which is designed to measure the degree of maturity of
the mind.
b. The CooperatiTe General Achievements A Test of General
Proficiency in the Field of Social Studies, XX, which is
designed to measure the general proficiency of hi^ school
pupils. This test consists of two parts - section one,
general terms and concepts, and section two, comprehension
and interpretation of paragraphs adapted from newspapers,
magazines, professional periodicals, and textbooks related
to the social studies,
6. The Crary American History Test (Evaluation and Adjustment
Series), AM, which is designed to measure knowledge of fact¬
ual information, skills, interpretation, and understanding
of the important aspects of political, social, economic,
military, and cultural history,
d. The Ctimmings World History Test (Evaluation and Adjustment
Series), M, which is designed to measure knowledge of
factual information, and understanding of movements and
social trends related to the development and pei^etuation
of civilization,
e, liie Dimond-Pflieger Problems of Democracy Test (Evaluation
20
and Adjustment Series), BM, which is designed to measure
the extent to which pupils have gained an understanding
of the problems related to democracy; as well as for use
as a basis for determining improvement of instruction.
These instruments were selected on the basis of their ob¬
jectives, reliability, and validity as reported in Bibliography
of Mental Tests and Scales^ and The Fourth Mental MeasiArements
2
Yearbook.
6. The data received from the use of these instrtiments were statis¬
tically treated through the following measures:
a. The mean, median, and mode which determined the average, the
point above which and below which fifty per cent of subjects
scored, and the level in which the greatest frequency ap¬
peared on each test administered
b. The range and standard deviation which provided measures of
dispersion indicating the relative homogeneity or hetero¬
geneity of the scores
o. Pearson product-moment coefficient of correlaticn to deter¬
mine the degree of relationship between the sets of measures
as indicated in the purposes of the study
d. The coefficient of alienation to ascertain the degree of
lack of relationship between the correlated measures
e. The standard error of the difference between the means to
determine the amount of fluctuation that existed between the
1
Qei^arude Hildreth, Bibliography of Mental Tests and Rating Scales
(Now York, Psychology Corporaticn, 1955).
2
Oscar Buros (ed.). The Fourth Mental Measurements Yearbook
(Highland Park, N. J.j The Gyphon Press, 1953).
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means of the groups and the significance of that amount
f. The critical ratio to test the null hypothesis at the five
per cent level of confidence,
7, Computations, analyzations, and interpretations of the data,
and answers to the questions set forth in the ptirpose of the
study were formulated from the results of the pupils* perfor¬
mance on the selected instnanents. The findings, conclusions,
implications, and recommendations as derived from the collected
data are presented within the confines of this thesis,
Siurvey of Pertinent Literature.— Literature and investigations
related to proficiency attainment are very extensive and inclxisive. Stu¬
dies have been made to determine the relationship of intelligence to
achievement in various curriculum areas in the secondary school. To point
out specifically, Hinkleman conducted such a study in the Chicago public
schools for the purpose of discovering how verbal intelligence correlates
with certain c\irriculum areas. The most striking correlations betvTeen
intelligence and the curriculum areas, as stated, was in the area of so¬
cial studies and science which reflected a high degree of correlation,
Hinkleman attributed this finding to the probable dependence on reading
ability and concluded that the correlation shows verbal abstract intelli¬
gence has an important and constant relationship to academic achievement,^
Because of the copiousness of material, and the necessity for
clarity, the literature has been analyzed, interpreted, and categorized
mder three headings: (1) concepts in social studies, (2) generalizations
in social studies, (3) skills in social studies,
1
E. A. Hinkleman, "Relationship of Intelligence to Academic
Achievement," Educational Administration and Supervision, (March, 1955),
176-179.
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Concepts in Social Studies
Many difficulties ccsiflront youths in acquiring concepts. As
implied by Wesley, a word may label an experience which the pupil has
1
not encountered; it may be susceptible of more than one interpretation.
Words, howe-ror, are of utmost significance in human relationships; they
are the media of coramimication in our society. As Corman so clearly
states; ''Words are the identification labels of experience, the tools
..2
of thinking and talking, the indexes of intelligence,
A free society, as theorized by McCutchen, is one in which the
central value is the preciousness of the individual human life, and in
which the people have effective control over decisions affecting their
welfare. To be competent to rule themselves, each new generation must
learn to understand and appreciate the central concepts and values that
0make a free society what it is,
Murphy offers the thought that in a philosophic sense all words
are social concepts; but from a practical standpoint, only confusion
can result from using the term to designate all the words. For the pur¬
pose of clarity the term "social studies concepts" - defined as those




Edgar B. Wesley, op, cit,, p, 275,
2
B, R. Corman, "Ikiderstanding Social Concepts," Social Education,
XVTIT (December, 1954), 363-364,
3
S, P, McCutchen, "Concepts and Values As Basis for Content,"
Social Education, XXII (Febrviary, 1958), 73,
4
Paul G, Murphy, "The Role of Concepts in General Reading Ability,"
Elementary English Review, X (April, 1933), 86-89.
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In developing concepts teachers will often discover that pupils
have many vague and erroneous ideas of the denotation of words. Since
the nvimber of concepts used in the social studies is overwhelming it is
not sxirprising that misconceptions as to meaning often occur.
Scott and Myers relate an interesting example of the foregoing
statement. They conducted eua impromptu experiment with some pupils in
a social studies class to see if they had gained a thorough \mderstanding
of some terms which had been used throughout a particular unit of work.
These are the results of the inquiry:
One pupil wrote that the 'cold war' occurred north of
the Arctic Circle; another referred to the Industrial
Revolution as a great strike; a third pupil thought that
oommimicable diseases were those that you could talk about;
and a fourth pupil thought that a longshoreman was one who
had lived on the sea coast a long time,^
Scott eind Myers suggested, as a result of their investigation,
that children's errors expressed language difficulties in which the
"Whole Modus Operand! of thought is involved,” and that much of school
learning is only word manipulation.
The cause of pupils' misapprehensions of terms have been classi-
2
fied by Chambers as similarities in sound or form. This fact is further
emphasized in certain courses of the social studies. Ayers indicated
that the progress of many youths in studying history was blocked by their
lack of comprehension of abstract thoughts and words, as well as by li-
3
terary embellishments and involved sentences.
1
Flora Scott and Gary C. Myers, "Children's Empty and Erroneous
Conception of the Commonplace,” Social Studies (December, 1953), 30-31.
2
Will G, Chambers, ”How Words Get Meaning,” Journal of Psychology,
XI (1923), 30-50.
3
Adelaide M. Ayers, "Some Difficulties in History,” Teachers
College Record (1926), 14,
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The importance of having a meaningful vocabulary in the social
studies is expressed by Barr. He developed a definitions test to measure
pupils' knowledge of 120 words frequently occurring in historical mate¬
rials. He found very poor mastery of these frequently used words. The
results varied from 33 per cent in Grade VTII to 83 per cent at the
college level. It was concluded that the language used in history is
not meaningful to a large proportion of those who read it,^
Jersild has pointed out that a major error in social studies in¬
struction is to overlook the problem of readiness:
The emphasis on the social studies sometimes seems
primarily to consist in passing on to fledging children
social and economic problems which adults themselves
have difficulty in formulating, let alone solving. Such
instruction should be more meaningful if the teacher
could meet the pupils on their level and develop and
illustrate concepts ^ terms of experience with vMoh the
pupils are familiar.
Maucker attempted to measure the effectiveness of instructicn
in Iowa high schools by administering tests of xmderstanding of society
and basic social concepts to some 3000 youths. He found gradual growth
I-
in understanding from grade to grade, with tremendous overlapping be¬
tween poor, fair, and good levels of xanderstanding. The insults indi¬
cated that only 15,9 per cent of twelfth-grade youths had a "high degree
of understanding" of the ideas and concepts measured by the test and
that the program of instruction "fails utterly to attain reasonably
acceptable results" with at least one-third of the individuals graduated
from these high schools. It is concluded from Maucker*s investigation
1
A, S. Barr, "History and Word Meaning," Understanding Concepts
in the Social Studios, Second Yearbook of the National Council for iiie
Social Studies (Washington, D, C., 1932), pp, 16-19,
2
Arthur T. jersild. Child Psychology (New York: Haroourt and
Brace, Ihc., 1940), pp. 356-^37,
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that teachers have a tendency to assiome a degree of imderstanding that
meiny youths do not possess. Bistruction resting on such an insecure
foundation only results in memorization, verbalization, memorizing facts
in isolation, and the forming of vague and erroneous conceptions of
social agencies and processes,^
Meltzer tested the ccmcepts of boys and girls in succeeding grades,
beginning with the fifth to determine both their specificity and their
completeness. He found that growth was steady throughout the grades, but
2
misapprehension and vagueness were common.
The concepts of time and place are very important in the under¬
standing of social studies materials. A realization of time, and the
concepts that indicate portions of it, seems to be a basic social neces¬
sity. Educational literatiire has recognized that youths’ sense of time
is weak, but at the same time, this literatwe has recognized the fact
that improvement occurs with age. Bistruction in social studies, accord¬
ing to Preston, has aided to some extent in the development of time
concepts; however, if the teacher would continue to recognize the basic
importance of these concepts and further the promotion of their develop¬
ment, there is no reason why sound teaching should not result in even
3
more substantial improvement.
To aid in furnishing information on time concepts, Friedman made
1
J. W. Maucker, Measurement and Evaluation of High School Students*
Understanding of Socie-^ (lowaj Bureau of Publications, 19^), p. IfeV,
2
5yman Meltzer, Children’s Social Concepts, Teachers College
(Columbia University), as cited in Neal Billings’ A Determination of
Generalizations Basic to the Social Studies Curricttlum (Baltimore:
Warwick and York, 1939), p. 10,
3
Ralph C. Preston, "implicatians of Pupils’ Concepts of Time and
Space,” Social Studies XXXYI (May, 1945), 218-219.
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a study of the variety, extent, and importance of time concepts in the
life of the average person, both child and adult. This problem was sub¬
divided into the following phases:
1. The growth and extent of the language of time; that is, the
words, phrases, and dates by which man describes time
2. The growth and extent of the historical perspective of the
individual, involving his ability to visualize chronological
relationships and to place familiar events in a general pattern
of time
3. 1316 growth and extent of the spatial sense of time, or of the
capacity to grasp the ideas of intervals elapsing between
events.
Friedman concluded that the average intelligence quotient for the
persons in all grades fell within the generally average accepted limits
of nomal intelligence. The occupations of the parents and adults fell
in the middle group of the Minnesota Occupation Scale,^
After considering such investigations one is inclined to agree
with John Dewey that "vague meanings are the source from -vdiich flow most
2
bad intellectual consequences," To determine whether or not children
possess clear and vivid concepts of meanings connected with words, be¬
comes, therefore, a problem of vital concern to the teacher.
The main practical suggestion that emerges from the study of the
development of children's concepts, as far as social issues are concerned,
is that concepts should be presented as realistically as possible from
1
Kopple C, Friedman, "The Growth of Time Concepts," Social
Education VIII (January, 1944), 29-30,
2—
John Dewey, How We Think (Boston: D, C, Heath and Comparer,
1933), p. 18,
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the point of view of details of everyday life. Passarella expresses
the fact that time and place being inextricably interwoven, furnish the
two specific elements that make events tangible and significant. They
supply the differentiating aspects that make each event unique. Just
as the knowledge of the century, decade, or year in which an event oc¬
curred may sometimes be adequate, so the continent, country, or region
may be, in most oases, all that is necessary.^
Murphy made an investigation to detemine the role of the concepts
a reader brings to the reading situation. He found that the concepts of
good readers are more efficiently organized, possess a significantly
higher degree of clari-ty, and are more accurate than those of poor rea¬
ders. Thus, these previous ccncepts provide a framework for good inter-
2
pretation which can contribute to new learning.
The dominant idea presented in the literature related to social
studies concepts indicates that youths are exposed to a multiplicity of
abstract terms which are not understood nor presented in a manner to
promote effective understanding. As Wesley asserts, the teaching of con¬
cepts should not be mechanical. The enormous number of them in the social
studies meikes it impossible to develop any large percentage of them fully.
It is fiirther asserted that the teacher should select those concepts
which have the greatest significance and apply extensively the techniques
that would allow for maximum understanding of youths.
1
J. E. Passarella, ”Fomdational Concepts of the American Society,”
Social Studies (December, 1957), 275-279.
5
Paul G. Murphy, loo. cit., p. 88.
3
Edgsur B. Wesley, "Some Criticisms of Word Lists With Particular
Reference to History,” Social Studies XXV (February, 1934), 79-82.
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Generalizations in Social Studies
One of the most important forms of thoioght process is that of
drawing and using generalizations. Sound generalizations, however, are
reached only after the particular situation, problem, or material has
been studied and a thorough examination been made of all relevant and
pertinent information. As Billups indicates, to determine how well the
pupils understand the thought process and the relationship involved in
using generalizations in the solution of problems is an essential task
for the teacher of social studies,^
Edmiston dealt with a problem which was concerned with ’’the gen¬
eralizing ability which requires analysis and organization,” He arrived
at the oonoluBion that the generalizing ability was no more dependent
upon intelligence, as meastired by group intelligence tests, than other
2
features of education,
Neal Billings maintains, in a definitely stated fact;
Training in generalizations is an important part of
training in thou^t. One of the most important forms of
the thought process is that of drawing and using genera¬
lizations, and of using those statements of relationships
in the solution of problems,®
Thinking will go forward more beneficially as children know what
they are trying to do. Evaluation of how well individuals xmderstand the
meanings and relationships involved is an essential taks for the teacher.
1
Nancy J, Billups, ”A Study to Determine the Level of Proficiency
in Social Studies of the High School Students of Woodbine High School,
Woodbine, Georgia” (unpublished Master’s thesis. School of Education,
Atlanta University, 1955), p. 9.
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Social Studies (Baltimore: Warwick and York, 1939), p. 26,
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Brownell calls attention to the realization that:
Neglect of understandings and meanings, the material
with which one thinks, may well result in complete stul¬
tification of thinking or worse, in an overconfidence in
judgments and decisions reached in absence of relevant
data.^
To find out what generalizations were basic to the social studies,
Neal Billings classified, from the results of investigations of the
''Frontier Thinkers," the generalizations basic to the social studies.
From an analysis of a list of authentic books in the field of social
studies he compiled a list of 888 generalizations considered imder seventy-
nine headings, examples of which are location of industry, econcanic inter¬
dependence, political democracy and many others. He derived 125 major
themes from his investigation and proposed them as "summarizing strands
aromd which can be woven the data of the social studies." The data
2
explain the themes, the themes give meaning to the data.
In a study designed to select geographic generalizations basic to
mderstanding world history, Junge employed a somewhat different tech¬
nique from Billings and added to the study an attempt to determine the
leam-ability of a nianber of books in physical, political, social, and
economic geography resulting in a list of 88 generalizations. Fifteen
prominent geographers rated these generalizations according to a fom*
point scale of essentiality and desirability. Eighty of the generaliza¬
tions were considered essential or desirable by at least 75 per cent of
the geographers. Submission of geography teachers for an estimate of
leam-ability eliminated only six of the items. The remaining genera-
1
William A. Brownell, "Problem Solving," The Psychology of
Learning, Forty-first Yearbook of the National Society for the Study
of Education, Part II (Bloomington, Ill., 1942), p, 432,
2
Neal Billings, op. cit,, p, 15.
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lizations were incorporated into a selected world history course by
placing two \inits at the beginning of the course and interspersing the
generalizations throughout the history units at what were considered
appropriate places.^
Historical understanding, as theorized by White, depends upon seeing
people and events in terms of their own times. It does not derive fran
passing judgnent on people and events solely on the basis of hindsight or
of today’s standards of value. The knowledge that values change, either
in kind or in degree of acceptability and efficacy, frcm one generation
to another must become a functioning part of the history student's eval-
2
native criteria.
Generalization, as discussed by Taylor, is the apex of the process
of learning; it is the key to further and more expeditious learning.
When generalization is properly derived and applied, it is a short out to
knowledge. Another thought offered relative to this viewpoint is that
teachers might profitably remind themselves that they, the dictionary,
and the textbooks can only provide the storehouse of words, concepts and
generalizations. After providing all possible aid the teacher should
recognize that the pupils themselves will have to construct their own
2
concepts and generalizations.
Skills in Social Studies
Skills, generally speaking, are facilities in performance of any
j
Ruby M. Junge, "The Selection of Geographic Generalizations for
a World History and Geography Cotirse in the Seoondaiy School," Social
Studies, XXXVII (May, 1946), 18-19.
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John W. White, "Developing An Appreciation of Changing Perspective,"
The High School Journal, LX (January, 1957), 171-173.
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Walter L. Taylor, "Generalizations in the Social Studies," Social
Studies, XXXri Upril, 1941), 147-151.
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given response. They are relatively fixed, relatively automatic respon¬
ses to similar and recurring situations. There are two general categorie
into which skills are classified - mental and motor. For the purpose of
this study, however, the treatment of the material is related to the
mental category.
Skills are vitally important to youths in their interpreting the
literature of the social studies. One of the most valuable contributions
the teacher cein make to the education yotmg people is the development of
a wide range of skills that will be of value to them as they enter into
adult citizenship.
Outside the area of information Wilson found skill abilities to be
inadequately developed - a conditioi due more probably to lack of instruc
tion,^ The fundamental place of skills in the school program is well
stated in the California Journal of Education, which reads:
We are more and more concerned with facility in living
democratically. This involves the processes of group
planning, deciding, and acting. We are equally insistent
that participants in the democratic process have a common
xmderstanding of the nature of the world community. The
skills that are necessary for the individual and the group
to arrive at appropriate democratic behavior in specific
situations are basic to the purposes of education,^
The fundamental place of skills in the school program is further
emphasized in the curriculum Framework for Georgia Schools:
During the last two decades there have been extensive
changes in many aspects of living - and the changes con¬
tinue apace. The results of the rural-urban shifts in
populaticn, the mechanization of farming, improvements in
transportation and oosanunication, atomic energy, and war
are well-known. These changes bring new needs as well as
1
H, E. Wilson, Education for Citizenship (New York: Macmillsua
and Company, 1948), p. 60.
2
Margaret Branson, "Oral Commimication and the Social Studies,"
California Jottmal of Education, XXVT (March, 1961), 16,
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new resovirces to our people, demanding new skills in order
that they may adjust to changing values and make the most
of new opportimities. All this must be reflected in the
school program.^
The ability to think critically is considered a necessary and de¬
sirable skill for citizens of the present day society. Hilda Taba makes
the assumption that it is possible for most people to increase their
skills in critical thinking and to use these skills in solving problems
which emerge in social situations. If critical thinking and its use in
problem solving is to help in the developing of a democratic society,
both its process and outcomes must be measured by a system of rallies
which represent prizes, and participation and permit the continuous ex-
2
amination of ideas and beliefs in the light of new evidence.
Is critical tiiinking in social situations a unique process and
different from thinking in other areas? The literature in the field seems
to hold that thinking is thinking. The search for meanings goes on in
many fields and in many aspects of life. In his analysis of this fact,
Dewey says:
Thinking is not a separate mental process; it is an
affair of the way in Tdiich the vast multitude of objects
that are observed and suggested are employed; the way they
run together and are made to run together, the way they
are handled. Consequently, any subject, topic or question
is intellectual nor per se but because of the part it is
to play in directing thought in the life of any particular
person.5
Moffatt states, "the acquisition of skills necesssiry for intel-
1
State Department of Education, Curriculum Framework for Georgia
Schools; A Guide to Curriculum Planning, A Report Prepared "by the
Committee on Education ^Atlanta; State Department of Education, 1954),
p. 1.
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Hilda Taba, "The Evaluation of Critical Thinking," Teaching
Critical Thinking in the Social Studies, Thirteenth Yearbook of the
National Council for the Social Studies (Washington, D. C., 1942), p. 123.
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Dewey, loc. cit., p. 21.
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ligent citizenship should be significant objective of the social studies
program.** The social studies provide a proving ground for the develop¬
ment of these skills because of the variety of activities in which liie
individuals may engage.^
Growth in skills cannot be taken for granted; desire to learn is
necessary for improvement, Michaelis* discussion on skills points out
this important factor:
Learning is improved when pupils grasp the relationships
between materials and activities they are using and the pur¬
poses they are attempting to achieve. It is not enough to
use a variety of materials in the social studies. A basic
step in problem solving is to consider activities and mater¬
ials needed to achieve p\n*poses. Thus, such skills as
outlining, letter writing, reading and interviewing, or such
materials as filmstrips, charts, m^s and globes should be
considered in li^t of purposes set by the group.
It is revealed by Herrick that study, thinking, activity and desi¬
rable conduct applicable to modem society do not necessarily follow from
the most incisive reading of the most praiseworth kind of materials.
Subsequent study is necessary; therefore, study skills as well as skills
3
pertaining to reading deserve unlimited attention.
These two types of skills are concerned with what the individual
does as a result of having found, studied, and appraised materials. The
ability to make deductive inferences depends upon seeing the general
principle, seeing the relationship between it and a specific instance,
and applying the conclusicm.
1
Maurice P. Moffatt, Social Studies Instruction (New York:
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Anderson supports the fact that during the teaching-learning process,
it will be found that one of the most difficult end controversial sireas
in the field of social studies is that of cause and effect. Congestion
causes crime; trade rivalry causes war; scarcity causes high prices; free
spending causes inflaticn. These and a multiplicity of other causal se¬
quences contain elements of truth, but the cautious person soon learns
that causal relationships are seldom clear, Anderson specifically states:
Every person is constantly seeking causal relationships,
for their validity detemines the value of prediction, and
without predioticn the world can make little progress.^
The teacher can be very beneficial in guiding the learner in his
search for laws, generalizations, causes, and predictions. The individual
can be advised that most results in the social studies should be stated
in terms of ”if, other things being the same, conditions remaining as
„ 2
they are. . and other saving clauses and phrases.
Svimmary of Pertinent Literature.— The suitmation relative to the
literature pertinent to this study is intended to be reflected in the
conments to follow.
Society desires its youths to receive the typ© of training that
will allow them to participate intelligently in modem life. The social
studies, because of their inherent nature of the materials with which
they deal, play a major role in any program designed to help youths assume
/
their various roles. If youths are to be successful in this area, there
are certain basic understandings, coacepts, and skills which are needed,
-
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First, they should be able to read and interpret what has been read, and
after having gathered the information, draw and use sound generalizations.
Secondly, they should have the abili'ty to develop a conceptual vocabulary.
Lastly, they should possess the ability to recognize and attack a pro¬
blem in a scientific manner. This is necessary in order to suspend judg¬
ment until facts can be obtained and a fair judgment and decision rendered.
This indicates that the social studies teacher has to also be an instruc¬
tor of reading, writing, spelling, English, and a teacher of work study
skills.
No longer can the teacher of American History, World History, Civics,
Problems of Democracy or the many other additional courses in the social
studies field be concenied only with the acquisition of important facts
and concepts. The competent teacher of today is equally concerned with
(1) the development of social skills (working in groups, getting along
with others, and individual projects, as well as sharing), (2) the deve¬
lopment of research skills, and (3) the acquisition of important concepts
which enable the youths to understand the social-political-economic world
in which they reside.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Introduotion.— The general problem of this study was to determine
the level of general achievement of a group of senior high school pupils
of the eleventh and twelfth grades in the area of social studies. The
data are being presented in this chapter in a definite pattern for the
purpose of answering the questions that have been set forth in the pur¬
poses.
Source and Orgeinization of Data.— The data for this study consisted
of test results from seventy-eight senior high school youths in the
Hamilton High School. Avondale Estates, DeKalb County, Georgia, Originally,
eighty-five youths were to have been tested; but, two were withdrawn from
school before the designated testing period, and five were absent during
the entire testing period.
The tests used for securing the data were: Otis Quick-Scoring Test
of Mental Ability, Ganma EM, Cooperative General Achievement of General
Proficiency in the Field of Social Studies, XX, Crary American History
Test (Evaluation and Adjustment Series), AM, Cummings World History Test
(Evaluation and Adjustment Series), BM, and Dimond-Pflieger Problems of
Democracy Test (Evaluation and Adjustment Series), BM. All tests were
administered during the month of April with the assistance of the chair¬
man of the social studies departinent of the named school, A copy of
each of the tests mentioned is included in the appendixes, pages 91-119,
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of this study.
The Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental Ability measxired the degree
of the matiirity of the pupils’ minds. The youth’s "Gamma IQ" was found
by determining the norm for his particular age which was set by the
population upon which the test was standardized, and thereafter ascer¬
taining the amoimt by which the individual’s score exceeded or fell below
the stated norm. This, termed as the pupil’s "deviation score," was
added to or subtracted from 100, thus, giving the "Gamma IQ" for each
pupil tested.
Each of the other four tests was specifically designed and used
for measuring knowledge of factual information, general terms, concepts,
skills, and interpretation of the various political, economic, social,
military, and cultural aspects of the social studies. The raw scores
were converted into scaled scores and accorded their percentile ranks.
The scores for the group tested were arranged in frequency distri¬
butions for each test according to combined group, grade level groups,
sex groups totally and on each grade level. From the distributions, the
mean, median, and mode were obtained for each test for combined group,
separate grade groups, sex groups on combined and separate grade levels.
From these obtained scores, the standard deviation, the difference be¬
tween the means, and the standard error of the difference between the
means were computed, Pearson product-moment coefficient of correlation
was used to determine the relationship between the achievement in the
four social studies areas and the intelligence scores of the pupils tested.
The relationship, lack of relationship, and the critical value of "r" are
presented on the basis of data derived from a series of thirty-six
correlations. The 5 per cent level of confidence on the basis of which
to accept or reject the null hypothesis was set up.
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The tables presented herewith are organized according to the
format of the stated purposes. Accordingly, the eighteen tables in
this study are presented in series or groups and the groups consist of
two, four, four, foior, four tables respectively. Although the general
aim of this study involved the mental ability level of a total group and
two grade-groups, and the proficiency level of a total group, the statis¬
tical data derived from results of pupils’ performance on various meas¬
uring instruments have been organized in terms of total groups and separate
groups according to grades and sex.
Table 1, page 42, relates information pertinent to obtained scores
on the Otis Quick Scoring Test of Mental Ability, These scores are ex¬
pressed in terms of ”Gainma IQ’s" for seventy-eight pupils of the eleventh
and twelfth grades of the Hamilton ffl.gh School, Avondale Estates, DeKalb
Coxmty, Georgia. The scores listed are scaled which were converted from
the raw scores obtained by the pupils. The statistical data shown in
this table are organized according to the niamber of pupils who partici¬
pated in the stu(^, range of scores, mean, median, mode, standard devia¬
tion, and total range. Table 2, page 43, gives the distribution of
"IQ’s" as obtained from this meas\iring instrument. Table 3, page 44,
reveals data pertinent to the performance of the pupils on the Test of
General Proficiency in the Field of Social Studies. The measures of
central tendency and variability are shown along with the number of pupils
involved. Tables 4 and 5, pages 46, 46 respectively, relate the statis¬
tical informaticn germane to the distribution of scaled scores and their
percentile equivalents for this instrument. Table 6, page 47, points
out statistical data showing correlations resulting from relating
scaled scores of the Test of General Proficiency in the Field of Social
Studies and scaled scores of Otis Quick Scoring Test of Mental Ability.
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Statistical information obtained for determining the level of gen¬
eral proficiency in American history is shown in Table 7, page 49* and is
accompanied by the measures of central tendency and variability. Tables
8 and 9, pages 50 and 51 respectively, telescope the distribution of
scaled scores and equivalent percentiles according to the norm set by
the population upon which the test was standardized. Statistical data
showing correlations resulting from relating scaled scores of the Crary
American History Test to the scaled scores of Otis Quick-Scoring Test of
Mental Ability are shown in Table 10, page 52,
In Table 11, page 54, is found statistical information supporting
the findings concerning the level of general proficiency in world history.
As in the previous mentioned tables, the data are organized according to
the measures of central tendency and variability. Tables 12 and 13, pages
55 and 56 respectively, reveal the distribution of scaled scores that were
converted from raw scores; the equivalent percentiles asre also given.
Correlations indicating relationships between the Cummings World History
Test and the Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental Ability are foiind in Table
14, page 67.
The data ccoioeming the proficiency level of the group in reading
and interpreting materials pertinent to problems of democracy are re¬
vealed in Table 15, page 60. The dispersion of scaled scores and their
percentile equivalents are found in Tables 16 and 17, pages 61 and 62,»
respectively. The relationship between the two series, Dimond-Pflieger
Problems of Democracy and Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental Ability,
along with the concomitant statistics can be seen in Table 18, page 63 .
. i
Performance of Seventy-eight Pupils of the Eleventh and Twelfth
Grades on the Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental Ability,— As noted in
the data of Tables 1 and 2, pages 42 and 43 respectively, the largest
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range of scores was 112-62 with these two extremes being noted in the
eleventh grade-group. The scores of the twelfth grade-group ranged
from 108 to 65. The mean scores for the combined group was 81.3 with
the eleventh grade-group having a mean score of 81.6, and the twelfth
grade-group, 84,4. The difference between the means for these two groups
was 2,80 which was found to be statistically insignificant since the cri¬
tical ratio (found by dividing the difference between means by the stan¬
dard error of the difference between the means) was only 0,9,
As further observed in Table 1, the point above which and below
which 50 per cent of the cases fell for the combined group was 78,7; for
the eleventh grade-group 76,8 was the midpoint with 81.0 being the mid¬
point for the twelfth grade-group. The total group and both grade-groups
were below the normal range of intelligence as determined by the ”Garama
IQ” and according to the norm set by the population upon which the test
was standardized. The majority of the scores were concentrated in the
interval, 75-79, The standard deviation for the combined group was 11,4;
for the eleventh grade group 12,9 and the twelfth, 10.9,
Performance of Seventy-eight Pupils of the Eleventh and Twelfth
Grades on the Test of General Proficiency in the Field of Social Studies
and Pertinent Correlations.— As revealed in Tables 3 and 4 pages and
respectively, the mean score for the combined group was 41.8 with a
standard deviation of 10.0. The eleventh grade-group had a similar mean
score of 41,8 which is eqiiivalent to the 11 percentile. A mean score of
37,4 was indicated for the twelfth grade-group which is equivalent to the
4 percentile as indicated in Table 5, page . The point above which
and below which 50 per cent of the subjects scored is noted in the lower
range of scores, 39,1. Of the total nmber of pupils tested, 18 (24 per
cent) scored between the 50 and 98 percentiles, 12 (16 per cent ) scored
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scored between the 20 and 49 percentiles, 43 (56 per cent) between the
1 and 19 percentiles, and 3 (4 per cent) scored lower than the 1 percen¬
tile. This indicates that 76 per cent of the total group scored lower
than the 50 percentile according to the norm sot by the population upon
which the test was standardized.
The difference between the means for the two grade-groups was 4.4
which was found to be statistically insignificant with the critical ratio
being 1.22. Although the range was wider for the eleventh grade-group
than for the twelfth, the statistical insignificance of the difference
indicates that the general level of proficiency for both groups was con¬
comitant in the comprehension and interpretation of terms and concepts
related to general social studies material.
Table 6, page , reveals data on the "r” between the scores ob¬
tained on the test of General Proficiency in the Field of Social Studies
and the Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental Ability, A positive correla¬
tion of ,71 is indicated for the total group which was proved significant
at the 5 per cent level of confidence. Positive correlations of ,74 for
the eleventh grade-group and ,89 for the twelfth grade-group proves
statistically significant and the relationship between the two series also
proved to be greater than the lack of relationship. On the basis of these
statistical data, it appears that the group show evidence of a positive
relationship between mental ability and general knowledge in the field of
social studies.
Performance of Seventy-eight Pupils of the Eleventh and Twelfth
Grades on the Crary American History Test and Pertinent Correlations.—
According to the data gathered from the Crary American History Test
and presented in Tables 7, 8, emd 9, pages , , and respectively,
the combined group scored within the range of 109 and 65 with a mean
TABLE 1
MENTAL ABILITY EXPRESSED IN IQ’S OF THE SEVMTY-EIGHT PDPILS IN THE
ELEVENTH AND TtUELFTH GRADES OF THE HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL











Boys 18 112 - 62 80.9 76.7 77.0 13.8 51
Girls 33 107 - 62 81.2 78.6 72.0 12.0 46
11 Boys &
Girls 51 112 - 62 81.6 76.8 72.0 12.9 51
Boys 14 101 - 65 83.1 80.5 77.0 12.2 37
Girls 13 108 - 74 85.0 82.0 77.0 10,0 35
12 Boys &
Girls 27 108 - 65 84.4 81.0 77.0 10.9 44
Bosrs 32 112 - 62 82.6 77.9 77.0 12.6 51
11 & 12 Girls 46 108 - 62 82.2 79.5 72.0 15.1 47
Combined Boys &
Girls 78 112 - 62 81.3 78.7 77.0 11.4 51
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF IQ’S AS OBTAINED FROM THE OTIS QUICK-SCORING TEST OF
MENTAL ABILITY FOR THE SEVENTY-EIGHT PUPILS IN THE ELEVENTH








Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls
110 - 114 2 2 2 2
105 - 109 4 mm 4 1 1 3 3
100 - 104 4 2 2 2 2 2 2
95 - 99 6 4 2 4 2 2 2 2
90-94 3 1 2 2 1 1 1 1
85 - 89 8 3 5 4 3 1 4 • 4
80-84 11 3 8 4 2 2 7 1 6
75 - 79 19 10 9 8 3 5 11 7 4
70 - 74 16 5 11 2 1 1 14 4 10
65 - 69 3 1 2 •• « • 3 1 2
60 - 64 2 1 1 * - - 2 1 1




LEVEL OF MINERAL PROFICIENCY IN THE FIELD OF SOCIAL STUDIES FOR THE
ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADES OF THE HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL
AS MEASURED BY THE COOPERATIVE G12JERAL ACHIEVEMENT
TEST DESIGNED FOR THIS PURPOSE*
Ninnber of Range of Standard Total
Grade Sex Pupils Scores Mean Median Mode Deviation Range
Boys 18 71 - 28 42.0 37.3 37.0 14.4 44
Girls 33 69 - 30 41.7 43.0 46.0 8.1 30
11 Boys &
Girls 51 71 - 28 41.8 38.9 37.0 10.0 44
Boys 14 69 - 30 44.1 37.9 37.0 11.8 40
Girls 13 61 - 34 45.1 43.0 37.0 11.6 28
12 Boys &
Girls 27 69 - 30 37.4 38.4 37.0 17.7 40
Boys 32 71 - 28 41.6 37.6 37.0 11.5 44
11 & 12 Girls 46 61 - 30 42.7 42.0 37.0 8.3 32
Combined Boys &
Girls 78 71 - 28 41.8 39.1 37.0 10.0 44
*
Scores reported in tenns of scaled scores
TABLE 4
DISTRIBUTION OF SCALED SCORES OBTAINED BY SEVENTY-EIGHT PUPILS OF THE
ELEVENTH AND IWELFTH GRADES OF THE HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL ON THE






Grade Frequencies for Grade
11
Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls
69 - 71 2 2 _ 1 1 1 1
66 - 68 « • ••
63 - 66 1 1 • « 1 1
60 - 62 2 1 1 2 1 1 •• •a
57 - 59 5 3 2 2 2 •• 3 1 2
54-56 3 - 3 2 2 1 a. 1
51-63 5 2 3 2 - 2 3 2 1
48 - 50 5 - 5 1 1 4 ■■ 4
45 - 47 7 - 7 - » 7 aa 7
42-44 5 1 4 2 1 1 3 aa 3
39 - 41 5 3 2 1 1 4 2 2
36 - 38 19 10 9 10 5 5 9 5 4
33 - 35 6 3 3 3 2 1 3 1 2
30 - 32 12 5 7 1 1 w 11 4 7
27 - 29 1 1 • •• — - 1 1 , -
Total 78 32 46 27 14 13 51 18 33
46
TABLE 5
DISTRIBUTION OF SCALED SCORES AND THEIR PERCENTILE EQUIVALENTS
AS OBTAINED BY SEVENTY-EIGHT PUPILS OF THE ELEVENTH AND
TWELFTH GRADES OF THE HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL ON THE
TEST OF GENERAL PROFICIEfTCY IN THE
FIELD OF SOCIAL STUDIES*
Scaled
Scores






69 - 71 1 97 - 98 1 93 - 95
66 - 68 - 94 - 96 - 87 - 92
63 - 65 1 89 - 93 78 - 83
60 - 62 - 85 - 88 2 73 - 77
57 - 59 3 77 - 83 2 66 - 72
54-56 1 67 - 75 2 50 - 63
51-53 3 54-63 2 33 - 48
48-50 4 41 - 50 1 23 - 32
45 - 47 7 25 - 39 - 14 - 21
42-44 3 17 - 23 2 8-12
39 - 41 4 10 - 11 1 4-7
36 - 38 9 5-9 10 2-4
33 - 35 3 3-5 3 0-1
30 - 32 11 1-2 1 0-0
27 - 29 1 0-0 •• 0-0
Total 51 • • • • 27 • • • •
*
Percentiles vary according to grade level
TABLE 6
CORRELATIONS RESULTING FROM RELATING SCALED SCORES OF THE TEST OF
®NERAL PROFICIENCY IN THE FIELD OF SOCIAL STUDIES AND SCALED
SCORES OF OTIS QUICK-SCORING TEST OF liENTAL ABILITY
Statistics
Grade 11 Grade 12 Grades 11 and 12
Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls
r .74 • 00 GO .98 .89 .78 .69 .71 .89 ,80
Critical value
of r* .196 .468 .344 .381 .632 .553 .223 .349 .201
Conclusion
Concerning r S S S S S S S S S
k .67 .47 .19 .45 .62 .72 .70 .45 .60
^Necessary value of ”r” to be significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence
S - Significant
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score of 88.0 and a standard deviation of 12.7. The point above -vdiich and
below which 50 per cent of the pupils scored was 88.0. The mean score is
equivalent to the 10 percentile, having only 9 (12 per cent) to score at
or above the 50 percentile, and 7 (9 per cent) below the 1 percentile. The
difference between the means for the two grade-groups was 8.7, representing
a mean score of 85.5 for the eleventh grade-group, 93.7 for the twelfth,
and which proved statistically significant with the critical ratio being
3. 58. This revealed a significant difference between the two groups with
the twelfth grade-group indicating having a better comprehension and inter¬
pretation of the important aspects of political, social, economic, military,
and cultural history. Although the difference between the means indicate
a higher level of proficiency in favor of the twelfth grade-group, a further
observation of Table 9 will reveal 69 pupils of the total group (88 per cent)
scoring below the norm of the 50 percentile.
A study of Table 10, page 52, reveals that the "r’s” for the ccmbined
group and separate groups show positive relationships, the total group with
a correlation of .62, the eleventh grade-group with an "r” of .89, and the
twelfth grade-group with an “r" of .85. Each "r" was complemented with a
statistical significance. This indicates that there was an appreciable
tendency for pupils who scored high, average, or low on the mental ability
test to maintain similar positions in respect to reading and interpreting
materials related to American history. A closer study, however, will show
that for the total graxp the lack of relationship between the two variables
is greater than the relationship with a '*k” of .78, For the separate groups,
the data indicate an inverse interpretation - the relationship greater than
the lack of relationship supported by a "k” of .45 for the eleventh grade-
group and ,52 for the twelfth grade-group.
TABLE 7
LEVEL OF GEJTERAL PROFICIENCY Df AMERICAN HISTORY FOR THE ELEVENTH AND
Ty?ELFTH GRADES OF THE HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL AS MEASURED BY THE
CRARY AMERICAN HISTORY TEST DESIGNED FOR THIS PURPOSE*
Number of Range of Standard Total
Grade Sex Pupils Scores Mean Median Mode Deviation Range
Boye 18 108 - 66 81.8 79.0 73,0 12.7 44
Girls 33 107 - 69 86.9 87.3 76.0 12.1 39
11 Boys &
Girls 51 108 - 65 85.0 82.8 73.0 12.7 44
Boys 14 109 - 72 91,2 92.5 94.0 11.4 38
Girls 13 109 - 77 96.0 97.3 103.0 8.1 33
12 Boys &
Girls 27 109 - 72 93.7 94.3 103.0 8.4 38
Boys 32 109 - 65 86.3 86,5 97.0 11.9 46
11 & 12 Girls 46 109 - 69 89.7 91.8 97.0 10.8 41
Combined Boys &
Girls 78 109 - 65 88.0 88.0 97.0 12.7 45
♦
Scores reported in terms of* scaled scores
TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION OP SCALED SCORES OBTAINED BY SEVENTY-EIGHT PUPILS OF THE










Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls
108 - 110 3 2 1 2 1 1 1 1
105 - 107 6 1 5 2 1 1 4 4
102 - 104 7 3 4 5 2 3 2 1 1
99 - 101 2 - 2 1 - 1 1 1
96 - 98 10 3 7 3 1 2 7 2 5
93 - 95 5 2 3 2 2 . 3 tm 3
90 - 92 6 2 4 4 1 3 2 1 1
87 - 89 6 3 3 3 2 1 3 1 2
84 - 86 2 1 1 - - - 2 1 1
81 - 83 2 1 1 - - - 2 1 1
78 - 80 4 3 1 1 1 - 3 2 1
75 - 77 10 2 8 3 2 1 7 •• 7
72 - 74 8 5 3 1 1 7 4 3
69 - 71 5 2 3 - - 5 2 3
66 - 68 1 1 » - • 1 1
63 - 65 1 1 — - - - 1 1 -
Total 78 32 46 27 14 13 51 18 33
51
table 9
DISTRIBUTION OF SCALED SCORES AND THEIR PERCENTILE EQUIVALENTS
AS OBTAINED BY SEYENTY-EIGHT RIPILS OF THE ELEVENTH AND
TWELFTH GRADES OF HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL ON THE
CRARY AlffiRICAN HISTORY TEST
Scaled
Scores






108 - 110 1 62 - 68 2 62 - 68
105 - 107 4 52 - 58 2 52-58
102 - 104 2 42 - 49 5 42 - 49
99 - 101 1 33 - 39 1 33-39
96 - 98 7 25 - 30 3 25 - 30
93 - 95 3 18 - 22 2 18 - 22
90 - 92 2 14 - 16 4 14 - 16
87 - 89 3 9-12 3 9-12
84 - 86 2 6-8 - 6-8
81 - 83 2 3-5 - 3-5
78 - 80 3 2-3 1 2-3
75 - 77 7 1-2 3 1-2
72 - 74 7 1-1 1 1-1
69 - 71 5 0-1 0-1
66 - 68 1 0-0 -* 0-0
63 - 65 1 0-0 0-0
Total 51 • • • • 27 • • • •
TABLE 10
CORRELATIONS RESULTING PROM RELATING SCALED SCORES OP THE CRARY
AlffiRICAH HISTORY TEST AND SCALED SCORES OF OTIS QUICK
SCORING TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY
Statistics
Grade 11 Grade 12 Grades 11 and 12
Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls
r .89 .76 .68 .85 • CO .70 .62 .66 .86
Critical value
of r* .196 .468 .344 .381 .532 .553 .223 .349 .201
Conclusion
Concerning r S S S S S S S S S
k .45 .65 .73 .52 .49 .71 .78 .75 .51
l|l





Performance of Seventy-eight Pupils of the Eleventh and Twelfth
Grades on the Cummings World History Test and Pertinent Correlations,—
In studying Tables 11, 12, and 13, pages 54, 55, and 56 respectively, it
is found that pupils scored within the range of 114 and 60 with a mean
score of 86,5 which is equivalent to the 10 percentile. Fifty per cent
of the group scored above and below the point of 85,5 with the center of
*
gravity being within the interval of 95-99, The standard deviation for
the total group was 12,3, Of the number of pupils tested, only 6 (8 per
cent) scored at or above the 50 percentile, tdiereas 10 (13 per cent)
scored below the 1 percentile. The difference between the means for the
two groups was 5,7 in favor of the eleventh grade-group. This difference
proved statistically significant with a critical ratio of 3,35, The
scores for the eleventh grade-group were concentrated within the range 114-
60 with a mean of 88,5; the twelfth grade group scored within the range of
113 and 68 with a mean score of 82,8. These statistical factors indicate
the eleventh grade-group as having attained a higher level of proficiency
in reading and interpreting information germane to the understanding of
movements and social trends related to the development and perpetuation
of civilization.
Observation of Table 14, page 57, reveals positive correlations for
the combined group as well as the eleventh and twelfth grade-groups separ¬
ately, The "r's” were significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence
which allowed for rejection of the null hypothesis. The lack of relation¬
ship between the two series was greater than the relationship for the twelfth
grade-group and total group as supported by the ”k*s” of ,77 and ,76 re¬
spectively. For the eleventh grade-group, however, the relationship wets
greater than the lack of relationship as indicated by the coefficient of
alienation of .57
TABLE 11
LEVEL OF GENERAL PROFICIENCY IN WORLD HISTORY FOR THE ELEVENTH AND
TWELFTH GRADES OF THE HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL AS MEASURED BY THE










Boys 18 108 - 66 86.0 86.5 97.0 11.3 44
Girls 33 114 - 60 89.6 81.4 101.0 13.6 55
11 Boys &
Girls 51 114 - 60 88.5 90.0 97.0 10.3 65
Boys 14 100 - 68 80,9 79.0 85.0 8,8 33
Girls 13 113 - 70 85.5 80.0 72.0 11.6 40
12 Boys &
Girls 27 113 - 68 82.8 81.0 72.0 4.6 46
Boys 32 108 - 65 83.8 82.5 97.0 17.5 44
11 & 12 Girls 46 114 - 60 88.2 88.3 97.0 10.6 55
Combined Bo3ra &
Girls 78 114 - 60 86.5 85,5 97.0 12.3 55
♦
Scores reported in terms of scaled scores
TABLE 12
DISTRIBUTION OF SCALED SCORES OBTAINED BY SEVENTY-EIGHT PUPILS
OF THE ELEVENTH AND TTIVELFTH GRADES OF HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL






Grade Frequencies for Grade
11
Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls
110 - 114 2 2 1 1 1 1
106 - 109 3 1 2 3 1 2
100 - 104 9 2 7 2 1 1 7 1 6
95 - 99 13 6 7 2 - 2 11 6 5
90 - 94 6 2 4 1 1 5 1 4
86 - 89 9 4 5 4 2 2 5 2 3
80 - 84 12 6 7 5 3 2 7 2 6
75 - 79 8 5 3 5 3 2 3 2 1
70 - 74 11 4 7 6 3 3 5 1 4
65 - 69 4 3 1 1 1 • 3 2 1
60 - 64 1 1 ■ m 1 1





DISTRIBUTION OF SCALED SCORES AND THEIR PERCENTILE EQUrVALENTS
AS OBTAINED BY SEVENTY-EIGHT PUPILS OF THE ELEVENTH AND
TWELFTH GRADES OF HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL
ON THE CUMMINGS WORLD HISTORY TEST
Scaled
Scores






110 - 114 1 68 - 78 1 68 - 78
105 - 109 3 54-65 - 54-65
100 - 104 7 39 - 51 2 39 - 51
95 - 99 11 26 - 37 2 26 - 37
90- 94 5 16 - 24 1 16 - 24
85 - 89 5 9-14 4 9-14
80 - 84 7 4-7 5 4-7
75 - 79 3 2-3 5 2-3
70 - 74 5 0-1 6 0-1
65 - 69 3 0-0 1 0-0
60 - 64 1 0-0 0-0
Total 51 • ♦ • • 27 • • • •
TABLE 14
CORRELATIONS RESULTING PROM REUTING SCALED SCORES OF THE CUMMINGS
TORLD HISTORY TEST AND SCALED SCORES OF THE OTIS QUICK
SCORING TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY
Statistics
Grade 11 Grade 12 Grades 11 and 12
Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls
r .82 .70 .74 .63 .73 .87 .65 .89 .84
Critical value
of r* ,196 .468 .344 .381 .532 .553 .223 .349 .201
Conclusicn
Concerning r S S S S S S S S S
k .57 .71 .67 .77 .68 .49 .76 .45 .54
Necessary value of "r” to bo significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence
S - Significant
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The data revealed in Table 14 support the fact that pupils of
both groups who scored high, average, or low on the tost of mental abi¬
lity were parallel in their performance in reading and interpreting the
materials related to world history.
Performance of Seventy-eight Pupils of the Eleventh and Twelfth
Grades on the Dimond-Pflieger Problems of Democracy Test and Pertinent
Correlations,— In measuiring the extent to i/diich these high school pupils
could interpret materials related to democracy, it was found, according
to statistics in Tables 15, 16, and 17, pages 60, 61, and 62 respectively,
that 15 (19 per cent) of the pupils scored between the 50 and 99 percen¬
tile inclusively; 6 (7 per cent) scored below the 1 percentile. The
scores were concentrated within the range 138 and 51, with a mean score
of 89,7 and a standard deviation of 21,2. This mean score was equivalent
to the 14 percentile. Fifty per cent of the subjects scored above and
below the point of 88,0 with the largest nixmber of subjects scoring vfith¬
in the interval 85-89, The difference between the means for the two
groups was 6,5 in favor of the twelfth grade-group, with a critical ratio
of 1,63 which was below the 5 per cent level; therefore, there was no
significant difference. The scores for the eleventh grade-group fell
vrithin the range of 138 and 51 with a mean score of 87,0; the scores of
the twelfth grade-group were concentrated within the range of 138 and
64 with a mean score of 93,5. Although the mean for the twelfth grade-
group was greater than that of the eleventh grade group, statistics indi¬
cated that there was no significant difference between the general level
of proficiency of the two groins in understanding and interpreting the
materials related to problems of democracy.
Table 18, page 63, reports the relationship between performance on
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the Problems of Democracy Test and the Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental
Ability. It may be seen that between these two variables there were re¬
sulting positive correlaticns which proved to be statistically significant.
The relationship between the series was greater for the total group and
eleventh grade-group than the lack of relationship. This is supported by
the data shown in the table with the total group having an “r” of .87 and
”k” of .49; the eleventh grade group with an •’r” of .97 and "k” of .24
For the twelfth grade-group the lack of relationship proves greater than
the relationship with an ”r" of .68 and a "k” of .73. The statistics
further indicate that pupils who scored high, average, or low on the men¬
tal ability test maintained similar positions in respect to the reading
and interpreting materials related to problems of democracy.
From the results of the pupils' performances cn the various instru¬
ments employed, certain factors reveal the need for re-evaluating and
re-directing the social studies instruction of Hamilton High School, Noting
that a large percentage of pupils scored in the lower percentiles, and in
some cases, below the one percentile, immediately suggests the necessity
for placing more emphasis upon the acquisition of factual information
related to the various social studies areas. In view of the data reported
in Tables 1 through 18 whereby statistics repeatedly show the high per¬
centage of low scores in the four social studies areas, there appears to
be an intensive need for more concrete planning on the part of pupils and
teachers of the social studies. It can be said without reservation, that
the program of studies for the social studies of Hamilton High School
should be re-directed for the purpose of allowing more pupils to attain a
higher level of proficiency thereby raising the quality of their perfor¬
mance on the various standard measuring instruments in the social studies.
Although the statistics reveal a small percentage scoring in the upper
TABLE 15
LEVEL OF GENERAL PROFICIENCY IN PROBLEflS OF DEMOCRACY FOR THE ELEVENTH
AND TUVELFTH GRADES OF THE HftliEILTON HIGH SCHOOL AS IIEA3URED BY THE
DBJOND-PFLIEffiR PROBLEMS OF DEfiOCRACY TEST














33 129 51 86.9 87.4 77.0 19.5 79
Girls 51 138 51 87.0 86.0 72.0 13.1 88




13 138 72 98.2 92.0 92.0 11.6 67
Girls 27 138 mm 64 93.5 91.0 92.0 17.7 75




46 138 • 51 90.6 88,9 87.0 10.6 88
Combined Girls 78 138 •• 51 89.7 88.0 S7.0 21.2 88-
Scores reported in terms of scaled scores
TABLE 16
DISTRIBUrrON OF SCALED SCORES OBTADIED BY SEVENTY-EIGHT PUPILS OF THE
ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADES OF HAMILTON HIGH SCHDOL ON THE









Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls
135 - 159 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 tm
130 - 134 1 - 1 1 - 1 - - -
125 - 129 1 1 - - 1 - 1
120 - 124 2 2 1 1 - 1 1 -
115 - 119 2 - 2 1 - 1 1 - 1
110 - 114 2 ■■ 2 - - - 2 - 2
105 - 109 5 2 3 1 1 - 4 1 3
100 - 104 4 3 1 3 2 1 1 1 -
95 - 99 7 3 4 2 2 <- 5 1 4
90 - 94 9 2 7 5 - 5 4 2 2
85 - 89 12 4 8 4 2 2 8 2 6
80 - 84 5 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 1
75 - 79 7 5 2 2 2 - 5 3 2
70 - 74 10 3 7 1 - 1 9 3 6
65 - 69 6 3 3 1 1 - 5 2 3
60 - 64 2 1 1 1 1 - 1 - 1
55 - 59 • - - - - -
50-54 1 1 • 1 1
Total 78 32 46 27 14 13 51 18 33
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TABLE 17
DISTRIBUTI®! OF SCALED SCORES AND THEIR PERCENTILE EQUIVALENTS
AS OBTAINED BY SEVENTY-EIGHT PUPILS OF THE ELEVENTH AND
TWELFTH GRADES OF HAI-OLTON HIGH SCHOOL ON
THE DIMOND-PFLIEGER PROBLEI^ OF
DEMOCRACY TEST
Grade 11 Grade 12
Scores
Percentile Percentile
Frequencies Equivalents Fi^equencies Equivalents
135 - 139 1 97 - 99 1 97 - 99
130 - 134 - 96 - 97 1 96 - 97
125 - 129 1 91 - 94 91 - 94
120 - 124 1 85 - 90 1 85 - 90
115 - 119 1 75 - 82 1 75 - 82
110 - 114 2 64 - 73 - 64 - 73
105 - 109 4 51 - 61 1 51 - 61
100 - 104 1 35-48 3 35 - 48
95 - 99 5 25 - 34 2 25 - 34
90 - 94 4 16 - 22 5 16 - 22
85 - 89 8 9-14 4 9-14
80 - 84 2 4-8 3 4-8
75 - T9 5 2-3 2 2-3
70 - 74 9 1-2 1 1-2
65 - 69 5 0-1 1 0-1
60 - 64 1 0-0 1 0-0
55 - 59 - 0-0 0-0
50-54 1 0-0 — 0-0
Total 51 • • • • 27 • • • »
TABLE 18
CORREUTIONS RESULTniG FROM RELATING SCALED SCORES OF THE DBIOND-
'PFLIEGER PROBLEMS OF DEMOCRACY TEST A1H3 SCALED SCORES
OF OTIS QUrCK-SCORITTG TEST OF ffiNTAL ABILITY
Grade 11 Grade 12 Grades 11 and 12
Statistics
Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls




of r* .196 .468 .344 .381 .532 .553 .223 .349 .201
Conclusion
Concerning r S S S S S S S S S
k .24 .60 .47 .73 .72 .67 .49 .54 .56
*Nece8sary value of ”r" to be significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence
S - Significant
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percentiles, likewise, supported data reveal even a larger percentage
scoring inversely. In answering question 11 of the stated purposes
(From the results of the pupils* performances on the various instruments
employed, are any factors revealed that would indicate the need for re¬
direction of social studies instruction in this particular school?), there
are supported facts to indicate a necessity for the re-direction of social
studies instruction whereby a better acquisition of pertinent factual
knowledge can be realized.
CHAPTER in
SUMAEY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS
AJID RECOMMENDATIONS
Rationale,-- The trends of our present day society are constantly
experiencing progressive changes. The citizens, as participating members
of this democratic milieu, must continually struggle tb defend the exis¬
tence of this environment in a world of many conflicting social ideologies.
The maintenance of democratic ideals in America depends upon the ability of
its citizens to understand political and economic problems, and to think
and act intelligently in social situations.
The primary aims of the secondary school have been expressed in terms
of self-realization, economic efficiency, good citizenship, human relations,
and other such objectives. Basic to all of these is the concept that in
high school boys and girls should learn to think - to think reflectively.
In other words, our secondary schools are expected to produce individuals
who are intellectually independent.
Administrators and teachers are becoming more aware of the need and
importance of organized testing programs for determining the level of achieve¬
ment of their pupils. It is to be kept in mind, however, that there are
differences and similarities that exist among all individuals - differences
in intelligence, rate and level of achievement, aptitudes, interests, indi¬
vidual competence, social and economic status, and many other phases. There
are, likewise, similarities that are constant with all American youth - a
need for educational competency.
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Our youths are members of society, possessing the right to participate
in the benefits of that society. Thus, if pupils are to acquire the mder-
standings necessary for effective participation in group living, they should
have the opportunity to continuously meet important social and economic con¬
cepts and generalizations. Through progressive study and reflection, these
factors can become a part of the pupils' equipment to be interpreted and
applied in their dally living. Crary believes that by giving the pupil
every available chance to express his interest in practical experiences, to
participate in the planning and sharing with others, and to accept the re¬
sponsibility for his actions, the school helps him to grow toward democratic
independence.^
Development of the intellect and skills, and the acquisition and ap¬
plication of knowledge are required in the area of social studies because
the subjects involved represent a fundamental part of the cultural heritage.
They help the individual place his activities in their proper time and space
relationships. Further, the social studies have been emphasized because
they help pupils see, understand, and solve some of their most significant
personal, social, economic, and political questions. The social studies
help pupils see beyond platitudes, stereotypes, and facades; to see the com¬
munity as it actually operates. Thus, the pupil of the social studies should
be more capable to become socially and politically discerning and effective.
There are certain terms which have been used extensively within the
confines of this study. For the purpose of clarity and preciseness of
understanding, these terms are defined as follows:
1, ’’Level of proficiency” refers to the level of achievement the
pupils have attained as measured by certain standardized instru-
1 ^
Ryland W. Crary, loc. cit., p. 27,
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ments. The instnxments explicated and used as a part of this
reseeu'ch are appropriate examples.
2. ”Concepts” refer to the generalized and inclusive range in the
meaning of a word.^ There are many classifications of conepts
among which is listed "social studies concepts." These deal
2
directly with hxmian relationships.
3. "Generalizations" refer to an inclusive statement of relation¬
ships, trends, and/or tendencies. Based on detailed facts, they
provide bases for interpreting additional facts which fit the
general category.^
4. "Skills" refer to those abilities which enable an individual to
4
perform \vith a certain degree of competency in a giiren situation.
5. "General education" refers to those experiences which are pro¬
vided to meet the personal-social needs common to all or most of
5
the young people growing up in a democratic society.
6. "Secondary school" refers not to the matter of subjects taught,
but the period in the pupils* lives between puberty and adult¬
hood - adolescence; it has been called "education for the teens."
Because it normally begins about the age of twelve, the secondary
school period extends over eight years and includes, according
to the present classification, junior high school, senior high
g
school, and the jmior college.
T






Bxirton, op. cit., p. 131.
5
Quillen and Hanna, op. cit., p. 96
6
Stiles and Dorsey, op. cit., pp. 5-6.
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7. "Social studies" refer to the school subjects that deal with
human relationships. They comprise the general subject areas
that give a measure of knowledge for understanding contemporary
society.^
8. "Pupil" and "youth" are being \jsed as interchangeable and refer
to the individual who is under close supervision of a teacher at
the secondary school level, either because of age or because of
specialization in some branch of study. The term "pupil" is not
to be confused with the term "student," which refers to one at¬
tending a higher institution of learning, or one who has devoted
2
much attention to a particular problem, such as a college student.
9. "Mental ability" refers to that facility and depth an individual
possesses with which new ideas are grasped, the capacity to learn,
g
and the ease with which adjustments to new conditions are made.
Evolution of the Problem.— Oiir youths assume various responsibili¬
ties while participating within the environment of the school as well as
out in the community. As these youths function in different roles, society
is demanding of them more intelligent imderstanding of the social forces
that affect behavior. It is further being demanded of them that they pos¬
sess an adeptness at knovdng, as well as applying the principles and the
techniques of living that are most adaptable to group action, A certain
amount of competence as leaders within groups that are concerned with
co-operative action is still another quality that is expected of an indi-
Moffatt, op. cit., p. 1,
2
Barnhart, op. cit., p. 982.
3
Crow, op. cit., p, 38.
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vidual who is to taJce his rightful place in society.
Bertrand Russell, the well known English philosopher, en5)hasizes
the fact that controlling the world's population, distributing the earth's
supply of food stuffs, conserving natural resources, and developing an in¬
ternational organization to maintain peace demand modem man's iramediato
and intelligent attention. He further states that the root of the matter
is that our youths need an education that will result in the acquisition
and application of knowledge, the development of the ability to think cri¬
tically, and an impulse towards creativeness.^
Completion of the requirements for graduation serves as a terminal
education for the majority of the pupils at the Hamilton High School of
Avondale Estates, Georgia. Further, of the number of pupils that begin
their high school career, many do not complete their high school training.
The senior high school pupils included in this study were members of a
class which ended the 1956-1957 school term with an active enrollment of
2
135. As of the second semester of the 1957-1958 school term, only 85
(63 per cent) were enrolled. During conferences with the pupils, the main
reasons stated for withdrawing from school were "marriage,*' "work," "not
interested in school," and "parental indifference." During April, 1958,
two other pupils withdrew because of "parents' request" and "having to help
take care of the family."
For those pupils who had withdrawn, as well as those who were then
enrolled, there were no recorded data frcmi performances on standardized
measuring devices which would have given any indication of their level of
proficiency in any of the curriculum areas. It was not known, according
1
Russell, op. cit., p. 92
2
Self-study Report of Hamilton High School
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to factual information, whether the pupils had achieved the necessary-
skills, knowledges, and understandings, commonly accepted as desirable
and expected outcomes after having participated in a formalized learning
situaticn. In as much as the high school is observed as a workshop for
helping pupils develop their skills and intellect, the writer became con¬
cerned to the extent that she believed factual data relati-ve to the total
intellectual development as -well as achie-vement of the pupils should be
immediately ascertained and recorded. More specifically, in as much as
the social studies play a major role in the over-all development of indi-vi-
duals, it was felt that there should be factual data revealing the level
of their attainment and mderstandings of concepts, generalizations, and
skills, by the specific persons involved, in the social studies. The
writer became even more concerned about the ability of these individuals
to analyze, interpret, and evaluate information, to understand cause-and-
effect Relationships, and to unders-tand means-end relationships. Since
there had not been any pre-vious studies that would have re-vealed this in¬
formation for this particular school^ it was felt that such data would be
most beneficial in the further development of the Hamilton High School
social studies program.
The writer's awareness of these and other s-tated facts was an incep-
ti-ve factor for wanting to determine the extent of the pupils’ achievement
in a certain curriculum area. Having ascertained these specific data, it
could -then be determined how successful the p\;pils of this particular
school community performed on certain standardized instruments in the field
of social studies and in relation to the national norms,
1 ^
Personal interview wi-th the Supervisor of Instruction, DeKalb
Coiinty, September, 1957.
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Locale of the Study.Hamilton High School, the setting of this
study, is an accredited Georgia institution according to the criteria of
the Southern Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges. As one of
three secondary schools serving the Negro population of DeKalb County, it
endeavors to serve the educational needs of 430 boys and girls who come
from various adjoining communities. As of November, 1957, the total popu¬
lation of DeKalb County was 222,000; this included a Negro population of
19,500.^
Avondale Estates does not afford any parks, community centers, nor
other recreational facilities for the Negro youth of that area. The near¬
est library for the citizenry of the community, other than the school
library, is located in Decatur, Georgia, three miles west of Avondale
Estates. A Bookmobile, operating directly from the Decatur library, serves
this particular locale.
The program of studies of the school is geared along two lines - that
of a terminal form of education, and college preparatory. It also concurs
with the curriculum pattern as established by the Georgia State Board of
Education and DeKalb County Board of Education. There are nineteen staff
members, including the principal, assistant principal, a full time libra¬
rian, and two itinerant teachers for driver education and band. There is
no special personnel employed to render guidance and counseling services;
however, the boys and girls receive counsel from their homeroom teacher,
principal, and/or other staff members who are experienced in the area of
counseling.
Some Possible Values of the Study.— The data gathered and interpreted
1
DeKalb County Chamber of Commerce
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in this study should prove beneficial in the following manner;
1. Having knowledge of the pupils’ level of proficiency should be
a contributing factor in determining the extent to idiich instruc¬
tion in the area of social studies has been beneficial,
2, The data revealed those areas within the social studies where
pupils exhibited strengths and/or weaJcnesses in mastering the
materials related to a particular area. This information, which
is statistically supported, could serve as an inceptive factor
for formulating future programs of studies for the social studies
of this particular school,
3, An over-all picture of the level of attainment of concepts,
generalizations, eind skills in the social studies should be re¬
vealing to the extent that teachers may use these data in deter¬
mining fiarther methods and objectives in developing their parti¬
cular programs of instruction,
4. This study should indicate the necessity for continued careful
guidance of and counseling with pupils in their selection of
those courses that will be beneficial in rounding out their
educational backgroimd.
Statement of the I^oblem.— Originally, this study was designed to
determine the level of general proficiency of eight-five pupils of the
eleventh and twelfth grades in the area of social studies. However, the
total nianber of pupils actually tested for this study was seventy-eight;
two having withdrawn during the month of April prior to the testing period,
and five being absent during the testing period. It was not a study in
which pupils' abilities were canpared, one with the other; but, it was a
study to determine the extent of their general achievement whereby the
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results render a basis for re-evaluating the social studies instructional
program of the Hamilton High School.
The writer wishes to emphasize that prior to and during the course of
this study there was a full awareness of data supporting the fact that many
Negro youths, especially in the southern section of the nation, score con¬
siderably lower on standardized tests than those of other races. To this
evidence, no major refutation is offered; however, it is to be understood
that there are concomitant circimistances which would allow such a fact to
be interpreted with certain reservations. Differences in cultural habits
and expectations, environmental conditions, and hereditary backgrovnad to
which individuals have been exposed are dominant factors in the total pro¬
cess of mental development. A generally low test score, therefore, in any
community and among a large sample of its inhabitants may merely reveal
that in a particular region, society is or is not an enemy to its people;
yet, on the other hand, a test score, high or low, can indicate to a cer¬
tain degree the level of proficiency an individual or group has attained.
Purpose of the Stuc^.— The foremost purpose of this study was to
ascertain the average mental ability level of the named group, as measvired
by a certain test of mental ability. Further, there was to be determined
what level of proficiency this group of pupils had attained in four areas
of the social studies. Conclusions were to be drawn as to the degree of
relationship that existed between the reading and interpretation of social
studies materials and the mental ability of the group. This study was
designed to make certain recommendations on the basis of factors revealed
relative to the need for re-evaluation and re-direction of the social
studies instruction in this particular school.
Specifically, answers were to be sought for the following questions*
1. What is the average mental ability level of each grade-group
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involved in the study?
2, Miat is the average mental ability level of the total group
involved in the study?
3, 'What level of proficiency is evidenced by the group of pupils
in the reading and interpretation of general social studies
material?
4, Is there any correlation between the reading and interpretation
of general social studies material and the mental ability of
the group?
5, 7?hat level of proficiency is evidenced by the group in reading
and interpreting materials related to American History?
6, Is there any correlation between the reading and interpretation
of American History materials and the mental ability of the
group?
7, 1/Vhat level of proficiency is evidenced by the group in reading
and interpreting materials related to World History?
8, Is there any correlation between the reading and interpretation
of World History materials and mental ability of the group?
9, What level of proficiency is evidenced by the group in reading
and interpreting materials related to Problems of Democracy?
10. Is there any correlation between the reading and interpretation
of materials related to Problems of Democracy and mental ability?
11. Prom the results of the pupils’ performances on the various in-
stj*uments emplojred, are any factors revealed that would indicate
the need for re-direction of social studies instruction in this
particular school?
Limitations of the Study.— This study was primarily ccncemed vrith
the level of general proficiency in the area of social studies of Hamilton
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High School pupils enrolled in the eleventh and twelfth grades. These
two grade-groups were selected on the basis of their having participated in,
and subsequently completed the required social studies curriculum offerings.
Certain standardized tests were employed to ascertain the desired informa¬
tion; however, it should be recognized that proficiency in social studies,
or any other curriculvim area, includes more than can be measured by gen¬
eral achievement tests. There are certain skills, understandings, and
attitudes which do not lend themselves to paper-and-pencil testing. The
instruments selected, hov/ever, are regarded as those containing collections
of items concerned with some of the importemt testable abilities which the
pupil mi^t be expected to have acquired.
The ability to measure what has been taught has been improved sub¬
stantially d-uring the past twenty-five years. During this period the dis¬
tinction between what the individual has learned in terms of specific
information and his xmderstanding and ability to use vdiat he has learned
in now situations has been substantially clarified. This trend is clearly
evidenced in the Cooperative General Achievement Tests as well as other
stated measuring instruments.^
The concept of evaluating achievement, individually or group-wise,
implies more than a mere measurement of status. It suggests an appraisal
of performance, presumably in relation to ability, and a Judgment as to
whether or not achievement is in line with what may be expected in light
of ability. The standard scores for the tests employed in this study
were of such whereby ready comparisons of achievement with mental ability
level could be made since the scores have been equated to IQ’s derived
1
Flanagan, loc. cit,, p. 93,
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from the Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental Ability.
Research Procedure.— The Descriptive-Survey method of research em¬
ploying the techniques of standardized tests and statistical analysis was
used. The operational steps involved are enimierated as follows:
1. The situation was defined, problem located, and main objectives
formulated. This step was initiated during the second semester
of the 1956-1957, and first semester of the 1957-1958 school
terms.
2. Conferences with the instructional supervisor, principal and so¬
cial studies instructions of the particular locale were held
during September, 1957, The purpose of the interviews was ex¬
plaining the nature and objectives of the project, and thereby
receiving permission to conduct the study,
3. Literature germane to the study was gathered, reviewed, and cate¬
gorized,
4. Different testing instruments and their related informational
material were reviewed, after which, selections made of the ones
used. This step was performed with the assistance of the in¬
structional supervisor of DeKalb Co\mty.
5. The following tests were administered with the assistance of the
chairman of the social studies department of the Hamilton High
School:
a. The Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental Ability, Gamma EM,
which is designed to measure the degree of maturity of the
mind,
b. The Cooperative General Achievement Test* A Test of General
Proficiency in the Field of Social Studies, XX, which is
designed to measure the general proficiency of high school
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pupils. This test consists of two parts - section one,
general terms and concepts, and section two, comprehension
and interpretation of paragraphs adapted from newspapers,
magazines, professional periodicals, and textbooks related
to the social studies,
c. The Crary American History Test (Evaluation and Adjuslanent
Series), AM, which is designed to measure knowledge of fac¬
tual information, skills, interpretation, and imderstanding
of the important aspects of political, social, economic,
military, and cultural history.
d. The Cimmings World History Test (Evaluation and Adjustment
Series), M, which is designed to measure knov/ledge of factual
information, and understanding of movements and social trends
related to the development and perpetuation of civilization.
e. The Dimond-Pflieger Problems of Democracy Test (Evaluation and
Adjustment Series), M, which is designed to measure the ex¬
tent to which pupils have gained an xmderstsmding of the
problems related to democracy; as well as, for use as a basis
for determining improvement of instructicn.
These instruments were selected on the basis of their objec¬
tives, reliability, and validity as reported in Bibliography of
Mental Tests and Scales^ and The Fourth Mental Measurements
2
Yearbook.
6, The data received from the use of these instnments were statis¬





a. The mean, median, and mode which determined the average,
the point above which and below which fifiy per cent of
subjects scored, and the level in which the greatest fre¬
quency appeared on each test administered
b. The range and standard deviation which provided measures of
dispersion indicating the relative homogeneity or hetero¬
geneity of the scores
c. Pearson product-moment coefficient of correlation to detemine
the degree of relationship between the sets of measures as
indicated in the purposes of the study
d. The coefficient of alienation to ascertain the degree of
lack of relationship between the correlated measures
e. The standard^error of the difference between the means to
determine the amount of fluctuation that existed between the
means of the groups and the significance of that arao'unt
f. The critical ratio to test the null hypothesis at the five
per cent level of confidence
7. Computations, analyzations, and interpretations of the data, and
answers to the questions set forth in the purpose of the study
were formulated from the results of the pupils* performance on
the selected instruments. The findings, conclusions, implications,
and recommendations as derived from the collected data are pre¬
sented in the completed thesis,
Summaiy of Pertinent Literature,— Literature and investigations re¬
lated to proficiency attainment are very extensive and inclusive. Many
studies have been made to determine the relationship of intelligence to
achievement in various curriculxan areas in the secondary school. Because
of the copiousness of material, and the necessity for clarity, the litera-
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ture was analyzed, interpreted, and categorized in terms of concepts in
social studies, generalizations in social studies, and skills in social
studies. The passages and/or excerpts immediately below are intended to
be representative sunmaries of the literature relevant to this study.
Concepts in Social Studies
Many difficulties confront the pupil in acquiring concepts. As im¬
plied by Wesley, a word may label an experience which the pupil has not
encotmtered; it may be susceptible of more than one interpretation.^
Words, however, are of utmost significance in human relationships; they
are the media of communication in our society.
One important practical suggestion that emerges from the study of
the development of pupils’ concepts, as far as social issues are concerned,
is that concepts should be presented as realistically as possible from the
point of view of details of everyday life. Passarella expresses the fact
that time and place being inextricably interwoven, ftimish the two spe¬
cific elements that make events tangible and significant. They supply
the differentiating aspects that make each event unique. Just as the
knowledge of the century, decade, or year in which an event occurred may
sometimes be adequate, so the continent, coimtry, or region may be in most
2
cases, all that is necessary.
The dominant idea presented in the literature related to social stu¬
dies concepts indicates that pupils are exposed to a multiplicity of abstract
terms ■vdiich a re not understood nor presented in a manner to promote effec¬
tive understanding. It is necessary that the teacher should select those
1
Wesley, op. cit., p. 275.
2.
Passarella, loc. cit., pp. 275-279.
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concepts which have the greatest significance and apply extensively the
1
techniques that would allow for maximum understanding by the pupils.
Generalizations in Social Studies
One of the most important forms of thought process is that of drawing
and using generalizations. Sound generalizations, however, are reached only
after the particular situation, problem, or material has been studied and
a thorough examination been made of all relevant and pertinent information,
Billings maintains, in a definitely stated facts
Training in generalizations is an important part of training
in thought. One of the most important forms of the thought pro¬
cess is that of drawing and using generalizations, and of using
those statements of relationships in the solution of problems.^
Thinking will go forward more beneficailly as pupils know what they
are trying to do. Evaluation of how well pupils mderstand the meanings
and relationships involved is an essential task for the teacher. As em¬
phasized by Taylor, generalization is the apex of the process of learning
as well as the key to fuller and more expeditious learning. The teachers
might profitably remind themselves that they, the dictionary, and the
textbooks can only provide the storeho\jBe of words, concepts and generali¬
zations, After providing all possible aid the teacher should recognize
that the pupils themselves will have to construct their own concepts and
gene ralizations.^
Skills in Social Studies
Skills, generally speaking, are facilities in performance of any
given response. They are relatively fixed, relatively automatic responses
1 -
Wesley, loc, cit,, p. 276.
2
Billings, loo. cit., p, 26,
3
Taylor, loc. cit., pp, 147-151.
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to similar and recurring situations.
Skills are vitally important to a pupil in his interpreting the lit¬
erature of the social studies. One of the most valuable contributions the
teacher can make to the education of youth is the development of a wide
range of skills that will be of value to them as they enter into adult
citizenship.
The fundamental place of skills in the school program is emphasized
in the Curriculimi PVamework for Georgia Schools;
During the last two decades there have been extensive changes
in many aspects of living - and the changes continue apace. The
results of the rural-urban shifts in population, the mechanisa¬
tion of farming, improvements in transportation and communications,
atomic energy, and war are well-known. These changes bring new
needs as well as new resources to our people, demanding new skills
in order that they may adjrast to changing values and msike the
most of new opportunities. All this must be reflected in the
school program.1
The ability to think critically is considered a necessary and desira¬
ble skill for citizens of the present day society. Taba makes the assump¬
tion that it is possible for most people to increase their skills in
critical thinking and to use these skills in solving problems which emerge
in social situations. If critical thinking and its use in problem solving
is to help in the developing of a democratic society, both its process and
outcomes must be measured by a system of values which represent prizes and
participation, and permit the continuous examination of ideas and beliefs
in the light of new evidence.^
If youth are to be successful in the area of social studies, there
are certain basic understandings, concepts, and skills which are needed.
First, the pupil should be able to read and interpret what has been read.
T
Georgia State Department of Education, loc. cit., p. 1
2
Taba, loc. cit., p. 123.
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and after having gathered the information, draw and use sound generaliza¬
tions, Secondly, the pupil should have the ability to develop a conceptual
vocabulary. Lastly, the pupil should possess the ability to recognize and
attack a problem. This is necessary in order that the pupil suspend judg¬
ment until facts can be obtained and a fair judgment and decision rendered.
It is, thus, indicated that the social studies teacher has to also be an
instructor of reading, writing, spelling, English, and a teacher of work
study skills.
No longer can the teacher of American History, World History, Civics,
Problems of Democracy, or the many other additional courses in the social
studies field be concerned only with the acquisition of important facts
and concepts. The competent teacher of today is equally concerned with
(l) the development of social skills (v/orking in groups, getting along
with others, sharing, and individual projects), (2) the development of re¬
search skills, and (3) the acquisition of important concepts which enable
the pupil to understand the social-political-economic world in which he
finds himself.
Findings.-- The analysis and interpretation of the statistical data
revealed in Chapter II seem to warrant the following sinnmarizations in
accordance with the specific purposes of the study;
1, Results of the pupils' performance on the Otis Quick-Scoring
Test of Mental Ability revealed the total group and both grade-
groups scored below the normal range of intelligence as deter¬
mined by the "Ganma IQ," and according to the norm by the popu¬
lation upon which the test was standardized. The majority of
t
the scores being concentrated within the interval, 75-79, placed
the point above which and below which 50 per cent of the oases
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fell at 78.7 for the total group, 76,8 for the eleventh grade-
group, and 81,0 for the twelfth grade-group,
2, Seventy-six per cent of the total group scored lower than the
50 percentile on the Test of General Proficiency in the Field
of Social Studies. There were pupils, however, who scored as
high as the 98 percentile; to be specific, 18 (24 per cent)
scored between the 50 and 98 percentiles. Yet, on the other
extreme, there were 5 (4 per cent) who scored lower than the 1
percentile. Although the range was wider for the eleventh grade-
group than for the twelfth, and there was a difference in the
means for the two groups, the statistical insignificance of the
difference indicated that the general level of proficiency for
both groups was concurrent in their comprehension and interpre¬
tation of terms and concepts related to general social studies
material. On the basis of further statistical findings, posi¬
tive correlations between the pupils’ performance cn the social
studies test in general proficiency and the mental ability test
vrere revealed which proved to be statistically significant. This
indicated those pupils who had the tendency to score high, average,
or low on the test of mental ability held similar positions on
the social studies test in general proficiency; also, the relation¬
ship was greater than the lack of relationship.
3, Results from the group's performance on the Crary American History
Test revealed 50 per cent of the total group scored between the
9 and 12 percentiles, with 9 pupils (12 per cent) scoring at or
above the 50 percentile, and 7 (9 per cent) below the 1 percentile.
The difference between the means for the two grade-groups proved
to be statistically significant with the twelfth grade-group indi-
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eating a better mastery of the knowledge of factual information,
and a better understanding of the important aspects of American
history. For the total group, a positive correlation between
mental ability and ability to read and interpret the information
germane to American history proved significant; however, the lack
of relationship was greater than the relationship. For the se¬
parate grade-groups, the data indicated an inverse interpretation.
Further study of the data revealed that those pupils who scored
high, average, or low on the test of mental ability, maintained
corresponding positions on the test in American history,
4. It was found from the results of the pupils' performance on the
Cimnnings World History Test that 50 per cent of the total grox:^)
scored between the 9 and 14 percentiles, with the greatest number
of frequencies being concentrated between the 26 and 37 percentiles.
The eleventh grade group indicated a higher level of proficiency
in reading and interpreting information related to various aspects
of world history. A significant positive correlation between
mental ability and the ability to interpret the materials of
world history was revealed for the total group as vrell as for
the separate grade-groups. This indicated that the relative few
pupils who scored on the normal level or slightly above normal
on the test of mental ability, and the majority who scored slight¬
ly below and far below the normal level held similar positions on
the world history test. The relationship for the eleventh grade-
group was greater than the lack of relationship. This, however,
was not true for the twelfth grade-group and the total group; the
lack of relationship was greater than the relationship,
5, In measuring the extent to which the pupils could interpret ma-
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terials related democracy and its problems, it was found that
50 per cent of the subjects scored between the 9 and 14 per¬
centiles with the mean score for the total group being equiva¬
lent to the 14 percentile. Fifteen pupils (19 per cent) of the
total group scored between the 50 and 99 percentiles, whereas,
6 (7 per cent) scored below the 1 percentile. The difference
between means for the two groups was in favor of the twelfth
grade-group. This difference, however, did not prove statisti¬
cally significant; therefore, it was determined that the levels
of general proficiency for the two-grade-groups were similar in
their vinderstanding and interpreting the materials related to the
problems of democracy. Positive relationship between the perfor¬
mance on the teat of mental ability and the test in the area of
problems of democracy proved statistically significant. This re¬
vealed a similar pattern being followed as indicated in the other
tests whereby pupils were maintaining concomitant positions on
high, average, and low scores between two variables. The relation
ship between the performance on the two tests was greater for the
total group and eleventh grade-group than the lack of relation¬
ship, For the twelfth grade-group the lack of relationship proved
greater.
It has been revealed that the total group as well as the separate grade
groups were below the normal level of mental ability and the normal level
of achievement in the four tested areas of the social studies. There was
a small percentage of pupils who indicated a high level of proficiency as
well as an average level of intelligence, and in two cases, above average.
These were relatively few compared to the large percentage of the pupils
who indicated an inverse status.
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These statements are statistically supported by the data revealed in
Tables 1 through 18, which repeatedly substantiated the fact that 50 per
cent of the pupils scored at a level that was equivalent to percentiles
ranging from 9 to 14 according to the norms set by the population on which
the tests were standardized. Such findings for a particular school or sit¬
uation seem to warrant re-evaluaticn, and possibly, re-direction of the
pedagogical process with its accompanying philosophy and objectives.
Must findings upon completion of a study, whereby a large niamber of
pupils have been involved, always indicate a low level of achievement?
TIhen such is revealed, a certain amount of dubiousness arises as to whether
the different objectives that are formulated for a particular curriculum
area in a specific school, and the opportunities afforded thereof are really
proving beneficial to pupils who possess various levels of ability. The
answer is indicated, to a great extent, by the statistics.
Conclusions.— Findings as reported in accordance with the statistical
data seem to warrant the following conclusions:
1. The eleventh and twelfth grade-groiaps scored below the average
level of intelligence as measured by a specific testing device
and according to the norm set by the population upon which the
test was standardized; also, the difference between the means of
the eleventh and twelfth grade-groups proved statistically insig¬
nificant. This revealed that neither group, as a whole, indicated
a higher level of mental ability than the other. It was concluded
that there were lacking, those fundamental skills necessary for
successfully following directions and interpreting certain factors
which are part of the many processes in determining the level
of mental ability of a group. It was further concluded that the
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environmental conditions of which these pupils are a part, as well
as the Imitations of their cultviral experiences, are more of a
hindrance to their cultural and intellectual advancement than an
asset. This conclusion was formed on the basis of the data set forth
in the "Locale of the Study" as well as the statistical data which
revealed only 19 pupils out of 78 indicated a normal level of intel¬
ligence,
2, Pupils indicating a higher level of intelligence than other members
of the group were characterized by above average performances in
reading and interpreting the materials related to the social stu¬
dies, It was concluded that these pupils had attained an average
level of proficiency, and should be able to continue toward a
higher degree of proficiency providing educational opportxanities
prove beneficial,
3, Pupils need, according to their level of ability, continued training
in the fundamental skills for interpreting terms, concepts, and
making generalizations pertinent to the economic, social, and poli¬
tical aspects of society, as well as to the history that has given
rise to the particular society,
4, Philosophies and objectives for all curriculum areas, and specifi¬
cally the social studies, need to be re-evaluated according to
the needs of the pupilsj on the basis of those needs, a new set of
objectives formulated whereby the learning experiences will prove
more valuable and a higher level of proficiency possibly attained.
Imp lieations,— Analyzing results of any given investigation requires
one to observe the findings with certain reservations in light of the gen¬
eral setting of the study. Findings in this particular study may be typical
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of what one might find true of other populations participating in varioiis
learning situations. It is in the light of this possibility that one begins
to envision certain implications for educational theory and practice growing
out of the present study.
There is always a need for opportvmities allowing for the kind of ex¬
periences which will result in improved proficiency in any curriculum area.
In order for certain structvired beneficial opporttmities to become a part of
the pupils’ educational experiences, members of the school staff must rea¬
lize the need for continued planning with, and for the pupils in determining
further methods and objectives for their particular programs of instruction.
For the administration, indications of the relationship among the
variables found in this study should serve as one of the inceptive factors
for implementing a type of curriculum whereby planned experiences geared
toward the attainment of higher levels of proficiency will be paramount.
More specifically, since the social studies represent a fundamental part of
our cultural heritage, a high level of achievement in the development of the
intellect and skills, as well as the acquisition and application of know¬
ledge should be attained and maintained. The facts revealed by the data in
this study point out a high percentage of the total group tested being con¬
centrated in the low range of scores. This substantiates the realization
that a more fruitful program in the socail studies is needed whereby some
of the educational needs of pupils on various scholastic levels may be met.
Implications of this study seem to further suggest an impelling chal¬
lenge that teachers of the social studies of Ifemilton High School concern
themselves with various methods and techniques of instruction which will
allow for more meaningful experiences for pupils in the learning situation.
That emphasis should be placed on better procedures for guiding pupils in
their acquiring knowledge germane to American history and world history.
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since these two areas are largely responsible for revealing important as¬
pects related to political, social, economic, and cultural history, as well
as the development and perpetuation of civilization.
Reconmendations.— Having knowledge of the fore-gone statements with
their concomitant statistical data, allows for the following recommenda-
tions t
1. The administration and faculty of Hamilton High School should give
serious consideration to providing educational opportunities where¬
by experiences resulting therefrom will lend themselves toward
improving the reading, interpretation, and comprehension abilities
of those pupils who exhibit possibilities of attaining a high level
of proficiency. Further, for those pupils who indicate a lower
level of ability, educational opportunities should be geared ac¬
cordingly, whereby they will have the privilege to achieve to the
optimum of their potentialities, thus, allowing their contributions
to be noted in the teaching-learning situations, and subsequently,
they will not become lost in the educative process.
2. There should be more opportunities for pupils of the Hamilton Hi^
School to participate in standardized testing programs. Such ex¬
periences might aid in an effort to get pupils more "test-wise.”
This tends to lessen some of the statistical differences attributed
to the lack of adequate experience in performing "standard" tasks
or assignments.
3. The guidance of learning activities within the classroom should be
of such nature that no pupil will be without the opportunity to be
constantly involved in those situations that will require the power
of critical thinking, the application of certain fundamental skills,
and the formation of pertinent generalizations. These factors are
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necessary for successful participation in our present-day society
which is characterized by a constant state of flux.
4. Continuous studies shoxild bo conducted whereby dependable data can
be obtained in determining pupils' level of achievement in all the
curriculum areas. Such collection of data would lend itself to¬
ward guiding pupils more adequately in their educational activi¬
ties.
Conoluding Statement.— Reporting certain findings of an educational
research, drawing definite conclusions, and making specific recomraendations
related thereto, do not begin to serve as terminal factors in a proficiency
determining process. Continuous and diligent studios are constantly needed
to determine certain pertinent factors that eventually lend themselves to¬
ward the making and perpetuation of an educated society. Recommendations
that are made in these various studies carry along with them a multiplicity
of educational worth; but, time and its constructive use in terms of ob¬
jectives and results are the prime elements that will reveal the value of
these and other recommendations, and the extent to which they are profitable.
It is recognized that more effort must be put forward by educational
psychologists and educators to isolate the factor or factors which are vital
in establishing a relationship between two variables. Psychologists, scien¬
tists, educational psychologists, sociologists, and many others are delving
into many phases of educational i^soarch, hoping that the findings will prove
beneficial in helping to attain a higher level of educational proficiency.
Accolades go to those who continue to dedicate their skills and knowledge in
conducting such studies whereby results will lend themselves toward a better
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Do not open this booklet, or turn it over, until you are told to do so.
Fill these blanks, giving your name, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly.
Name Grade Boy Girl
First name Initial Last name
Date of birth How old are you now?
Month Day Year
Date 19 School City and state
Read these directions. Do what they tell you to do.
This is a test to see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kinds. Under each question there are
four or five possible answers. You are to read each question and decide which of the answers below it is the right answer.
Do not spend too much time on any one question. Here are three sample questions.
Sample a: Which one of the five things below is soft?
(I) glass (2) stone (3) cotton (4) iron (5) ice
The right answer, of course, is cotton. The word cotton is No. 3. Now look at the “Answer
Spaces for Samples” at the right. In the five spaces after the Sample “a,” a heavy mark has
been made, filling the space under the 3. This is the way to answer the questions.
Try the next sample question yourself. Do not write the answer; just put a heavy mark in
the space under the number corresponding to the right answer.
Sample b: A robin is a kind of—
(6) plant (7) bird (8) worm (9) fish (10) flower
The answer is bird, which is answer 7; so you should answer Sample “b” by putting a heavy
mark in the space under the 7. Try the Sample “c.”
Sample c: Which one of the five numbers below is larger than 55?
(II) 53 (12) 48 (13) 29 (14) 57 (15) 16
The correct answer for Sample “c” is 57, which is No. 14; so you would answer Sample “c” bymaking a heavy black
mark that fills the space under the number 14. Do this now.
Read each question carefully and decide which one of the answers is best. Notice what number your choice is. Then,
on the answer sheet, make a heavy black mark in the space under that number. In marking your answers, always
be sure that the question number on the answer sheet is the same as the question number in the test booklet. Erase
completely any answer you wish to change, and be careful not to make stray marks of any kind on your answer sheet
or on your test booklet. When you finish a page, go on to the next page. If you finish the entire test before the time is
up, go back and check your answers. Work as rapidly and as accurately as you can.
The test contains 80 questions. You are not supposed to be able to answer all of them, but do the best you can. You
will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you to start. Try to get as many questions right as possible. Be
careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. Do not spend too much time on any one question. No questions
about the test will be answered by the examiner after the test begins. Lay your pencil down.
Do not turn this booklet until you are told to begin.
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1954 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved
PRINTED IN TT.S.A. GAMMA : EM- ^
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it oy mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law.
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1 An automobile is most likely to have —
(I) a radio (2) a heater (3) a gasoline tank (4) a spare tire (5) fenders.
2 A word meaning motion on an axis is —
(6) progress (7) acceleration (8) rotation (9) vibration (10) retardatioii..
3 The woodpecker gave the tree many pecks in quick—
(II) rotation (12) order (13) pecks (14) succession (15) simultaneity...
4 A horse does not always have—
(16) a heart (17) eyes (18) horseshoes (19) skin (20) a tail
6 The opposite of generous is—
(21) economical (22) poor (23) homely (24) sick (25) stingy
6 A man is always (?) than his daughter.
(26) taller (27) wiser (28) older (29) darker (30) fatter
7 A queen is to a king as an aunt is to—
(31) a ruler (32) an uncle (33) a cousin (34) a mother (35) a nephew. .
8 The first drawing below is related to the second as the third is related to one of the remaining four. Which one?
liso.Th U is to this
9 The opposite of strange is
|T|k J •D C □ E El E
as this 1_J is to this— (36) •r (37) n r (38)^ <3.0
(41) easy (42) familiar (43) often (44) cordial (45) close
10 A race must always have—
(46) spectators (47) a circular track (48) a starting gun (49) contestants (50) victory
11 A vacuum cleaner is to a broom as an electric refrigerator is to —
(51) a kitchen (52) a stove (53) electricity (54) an icebox (55) an invention
12 A party consisted of a man and his wife, his three sons and their wives, and four children in each son’s family. Hjow
many were there in the party?
(56) 9 (57) 10 (58) 12
13 Wool is usually more costly than cotton because it is—
(61) heavier (62) softer
(65) harder to keep clean
14 The opposite of natural is—
(66) superficial (67) strange
(63) more difficult to produce (64) coarser
(68) injurious (69) artificial (70) foreign
16 What letter in the word INDEPENDENTLY is in the same position in the word (counting from the beginning) as it is
in the alphabet?
(71) E (72) D (73) L (74) N (75) T
16 Which of the five words below is most unlike the other four?
(76) lie (77) walk (78) cheat (79) steal (80) swindle
17 A church is most likely to have a —•
(1) steeple (2) bell (3) congregation (4) pipe organ (5) choir
18 Wniich of the five words below is most unlike the other four?
(6) fine (7) climb (8) shiny (9) clean (10) mellow
ADO O <3 ☆
19 This O n is to thisA O as this CS is to this —■ (11) C)☆ (12) ☆O (13) ^ Cb
20 WTiich one of the five words below comes last in the dictionary?
(16) mare (17) list (18) mire (19) mile (20) lore
(14) lir
21 One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be?
1 3 9 27 36 243
(21) 2 (22) 81 (23) 5 (24) 15 (25) 45
[ 3 ] (Go on to the next pag.)
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22 A tape measure is to distance as a clock is to—
(26) its hands (27) an hour (28) time (29) a watch (30) school
23 If 3i yards of ribbon will make 25 badges, how many badges will 10 yards make?
(31) 250 (32) (33) 75 (34) 10 (35) 50
24 Physician is to doctor as attorney is to—
(36) client (37) patient (38) ofi&ce (39) lawyer (40) professional26All the boys in this room are members of the Y.M.C.A. Frank is in this room. Frank is not a member of th
Y.M.C.A.
If the first two statements above are true, the third is—
(41) true (42) false (43) uncertain
26 If the following words were rearranged to make the best sentence,-rwith what letter would the second word in
the sentence begin?
as about means tall same the high
(46) t (47) a (48) m (49) s (50) h
27 If 10 boxes of apples are worth $20 and each box is worth Ibi, how much are all the apples worth without the boxes
(51) $1.85 (52) $18.50 (53) $19.85 (54) $20.15 (55) $21.50
28 If we are patient with people whose opinions or ways differ from ours, we are—
(56) conservative (57) radical (58) tolerant (59) superior (60) compassionat
29 A rosebush must have—
(61) roses (62) thorns (63) roots (64) fertilizer (65) buds
30 If pencils ar^' 8 for 10 ji, how many can be bought for 90 ff?
(66) 0 (67) 30 (68) 270 (69) 27 (70) 900
31 And is to band as (?) is to bend.
(71) bin (72) send (73) end (74) knee (75) lend
32 Transport means to carry across; transmit means to send across. Therefore, trans means—
(76) to carry (77) to send (78) around (79) back (80) across
33 This is to this as this is to this — (1) (2) (3) (4)
34 If a motion-picture camera can take 6 pictures in ^ of a second, how many pictures can it take in 10 seconds?
(6) 15 (7) 24 (8) 240 (9) 60 (10) 4036Which of the following pairs of words is most unlike the other three pairs?
(11) cast, north (12) short, long (13) hard, soft (14) wot, dry
36 Will go is to went as tomorrow is to—
(16) today (17) leaving (18) yesterday (19) time (20) motion
37 All persons living in this apartment are Republicans. Smith is not a Republican. Smith lives in this apartment.
If the first two statements above are true, the third is— (21) true (22) false (23) uncertain v
38 Grand is to gland as (?) is to plank.
(26) board (27) prank (28) blank (29) lank (30) plant ^
39 Which of the following words is most like love, anger, and hope? '* 1
(31) fear (32) smell (33) life (34) think (35) do
40 The opposite of general is— \
(36) specific (37) ordinary (38) prevalent (39) inferior (40) subordi^ V'e..
41 What letter is the third letter to the left of the letter that is midway between L and T in the word EXPLANA i.WN
(41) N (42) P (43) 1 (44) E (45) A '....
42 To insist that roses can feel sad is—
(46) wicked (47) unfair (48) absurd (49) improbable (50) misleading....43Carl is younger than Harry. Peter is younger than Carl. Harry is older than Peter.
If the fct two statements above are true, the third is— ,
(51) true (52) false (53) uncertain44Which of the following is a trait of character?
(56) sincerity (57) deafness (58) skill (59) poverty (60) intelligence.../..
46 A club tkat accepts only very rich members is said to be—
(61) snobbish (62) exclusive (63) conservative (64) Republican (65) un-AmeT^ca:
[ 4 ] (Go onto the next l*ge.
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46 A city council is to a city as a (?) is to a state.
(66) mayor (67) legislature
47 A thing that conforms to accepted standards is said to be—
(71) odd (72) ordinary (73) fantastic
48 A lake is to the land as (?) is to the ocean.
(76) water (77) a ship (78) an island
(68) judiciary (69) citizenry (70) governor ..
(74) legitimate (75) unusual
(79) a wave (80) a beach49Find the two letters in the word WATER that have just as many letters between them in the word as in the alphabet.
Which one of these two letters comes first in the alphabet?
(81) W (82) A (83) T (84) E (85) R
60 This O O is to thisisA as thisAi,is to this (86)A (87)A (88) A A (89)A
61 Some members of this club are Methodists. Some members are musicians. Some members are Methodist musicians.
If the first two statements above are true, the third is—
(I) true (2) false (3) uncertain
62 The opposite of sincere is—
(6) boastful (7) unfortunate (8) hypocritical (9) cantankerous (10) sad....
63 If the meaning of a sentence is not clear, the sentence is said to be—
(II) incorrect (12) absurd (13) contradictory (14) obscure (15) false...64If the following letters were placed in the order opposite to that in which they appear in the alphabet, what
would the fourth letter be?
(16) G (17) K (18) P (19) T (20) E
66 How many of the following words can be made from the letters in the word NAVIGATOR, using any letter twice if
necessary?
vigor naval train native gravitation gainer night grain giant
(21) 6 (22) 5 (23) 7 (24) 3 (25) 4
66 Which of the four words below is most unlike the other three?
(26) strike (27) pound (28) roll (29) club
67 If the words NAN, NON, DAD, PEP, and TOT were printed on a wall and looked at through a mirror, so to speak,
how many of them would appear exactly as if seen directly?
(31) 2 (32) 3 (33) 4 (34) 0 (35) 1
68 One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be?
1 2 5 6 9 10 13 14 16 18
(36) 11 (37) 12 (38) 19 (39) 15 (40) 17
69 If 4^ yards of lace cost $9, how much will 3§ yards cost?
(41) $8.00 (42) $7.50 (43) $4.50 (44) $7.00 (45) $3.50.
60 Which word is needed to begin the following sentence?
it is cloudy, the moon will be visible tonight.
(46) If (47) Although (48) Since (49) Because (50) Unless.
61 This is to thisr as this is to this — (51) [Q2 (52) (53)
62 If the following words were rearranged to make the best sentence, with what letter would the fourth word in the sen¬
tence begin?
money considered making making important is friends titan more
(56) m (57) c (58) i (59) f (60) t
63 A word meaning to refuse, reject, cast off, or disown is —■
(61) reciprocate (62) resign (63) requisition (64) repudiate (65) retaliate..
[ 5 ] (Go on to the next page.)
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64 The opposite of effect is ■—
(66) result (67) outcome (68) cause (69) consequence (70) influence66A charge that is far above what is customary or reasonable is said to be —
(71) expedient (72) expensive (73) unqualifled (74) exorbitant (75) excellent
66 Which one of the five things below is most like charcoal, tar, and coal?
(76) wood (77) ashes (78) sand (79) soot (80) dirt67One number is wrong in the following series.
10 11 13 16 20 25 30 38
(1) 12 (2) 15
What should that number be?
(3) 19 (4) 24 (5) 3168A fruit punch is made of a mixture of 2 parts grapefruit juice to 3 parts orange juice. How many quarts of orange
juice will be needed for 15 quarts of the mixture?
(6) 3 (7) 5 (8) 9 (9) 10 (10) 1269If you take plenty of time doing a thing, you do it—
(11) carefully (12) leisurely (13) tardily (14) lately (15) poorly70Tom can read 30 pages of a book while Ben reads 20 pages. How many pages can Tom read while Ben reads 30 pages?
(16) 40 (17) 50 (18) 60 (19) 45 (20) 35
71 Astronomy is to the sun and stars as (?) is to breathing and digesting.
(21) physics (22) mathematics (23) physiology (24) chemistry (25) the body
72 If a rubber band 24 inches long is stretched to be 30 inches long, how long will an 18-inch section of the band then be?
(26) 21m. (27) 23f in. (28) 22| in. (29) 24 in. (30) 25 in
73 Thisisfciis to this as this is to this — (31) '^(/ (32) (33)^ (34) O'
74 One cannot become a good stenographer without diligent practice. Alice practices stenography diligently. Alice will be¬
come a good stenographer.
If the first two statements above are true, the third is —
(36) true (37) false (38) uncertain76Which of the following four pairs of words is most unlike the other three pairs?
(41) grass, lawn (42) start, begin (43) street, road (44) pretty, ugly
76 If the following words were rearranged to make the best sentence, with what letter would the second word of the sen¬
tence begin?
money the works more harder the man a earns he
(46) m (47) h (48) w (49) e (50) t
Questions 77-79 are based on the figure at the left.77What number is in the smallest space that is in the circle and the triangle but
not in the square?
(51) 1 (52) 4 (53) 2 (54) 3 (55) 5....78What number is in the same geometrical figure or figures (and no others) as the
number 3? (The geometrical figures are the circle, triangle, and square.)
(56) 1 (57) 3 (58) 2 (59) 4 (60) 6....79How many spaces are there that are in any two geometrical figures, but
only two?
(61)1 (62)2 (63)3 (64)6 (65)4....
80 If a piece of rope 20 feet long is
piece be?
cut into two pieces, so that one piece is f as long as the other, how long will the longer








Part I: Terms and Concepts
Part II; Comprehension and
Interpretation
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Princeton, N. J. Los Angeles, Calif.
Directions
Do not turn this page until the examiner tells you
to do so.
This examination consists of two parts; Part I is
concerned with terms and concepts in this field;
Part II, with comprehension and interpretation of
information provided for you.
When the examiner tells you to begin, turn the
page, read the directions carefully, and proceed at
once to answer the questions. Do not spend too
much time on any one item. Answer the easier
questions first; then return to the harder ones if
you have time.
You may answer questions even when you are not
perfectly sure that your answers are correct. Your
score will be the number of correct answers you
mark.
Indicate your answers to all questions on the sepa¬
rate answer sheets. No credit will be given for
any answers written in the test book. When you
have decided which of the suggested answers you
want to give for a question, blacken the space be¬
tween the dotted lines under the matching letter
on the answer sheet. Use your special pencil to
make a heavy glossy black line which completely
fills the space between the dotted lines. Be care¬
ful not to make stray marks on your answer sheet.
If you wish to change an answer, erase your first
line completely and mark your new choice. Give
only one answer to each question; no credit will
be given for multiple answers.
There is a time limit for each part. You are not
expected to answer all the questions in either part
within the time limit. If you should finish Part I
before time is called, go on to Part II. If you have
not finished Part I when the time is up, stop work
on that part and proceed to Part II. If you finish
Part II before time is up, you may go back and
work on either part.
Ask all questions before the test begins. No ques¬
tions may be asked after the test has started.
Time Limits
Part I 15 minutes
Part II 25 minutes
Total 40 minutes
'opyright. 1947. by Cooperative Test Service. 1953. by Educational Testing Service. .Ail rights reserved.




Directions: Each of the questions in this part is followed by five suggested answers labeled a through e. You are to
(1) choose the answer you think is best,
(2) locate on your answer sheet the row of spaces having the same number as the question you are answering,





(e) knights2.An apprentice can best be defined as a worker who
(a) is hired by the job
(b) has perfected his skill
(c) has unusual talent
(d) is learning a trade





(e) assessment4.Labor relations are relations between
(a) workers of different racial groups
(b) the employed and the unemployed
(c) strikers and strikebreakers
(d) rival labor unions

















(e) the heads of state8.An arrangement under which individuals regularly






(e) health insurance9.Social legislation is legislation designed to protect
(a) civil liberties
(b) the welfare of individuals
(c) the rights of persons accused of crime
(d) domestic trade from foreign competition
(e) a nation against invasion10.The primary purpose of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization is to
(a) raise the standard of living in the member nations
(b) promote intercultural cooperation among the
member nations
(c) stimulate industry in the member nations
(d) provide for the mutual defense of the member
nations
(e) pool information concerning the development of






Go on to the next page.
100 - 3 -12.The danger of inflation is greatest when
(a) a large number of persons are unemployed
(b) new inventions increase the efficiency of produc¬
tion
(c) there is a scarcity of goods
(d) goods are rationed
(e) price ceilings are enforced13.The New Deal was primarily a reaction against
(a) isolationism
(b) fascism in Europe
(c) communism in Russia
(d) economic depression
(e) federalism14.The functions of the English prime minister are most
similar to the functions of the United States
(a) President
(b) Secretary of State
(c) Vice President
(d) Chief Justice






(e) standardization16.Whenever Congress allocates a sum of money for a





(e) a subsidy17.Since World War II, the women of France have
become enfranchised. This means that they are now
allowed to
(a) own property
(b) have the sole custody of their children
(c) vote
(d) travel without passports
(e) become citizens of the United States18.The public domain is the property
(a) containing mineral deposits
(b) on which forests are growing
(c) owned by the government
(d) needed for railroads and highways
(e) known as the District of Columbia
19.A bicameral legislature is defined as a legislature
(a) which consists of two houses
(b) whose members have overlapping terms of office
(c) which is elected every two years
(d) which has obligations both to the legislative dis¬
tricts and to the nation as a whole





(e) local government21.An estimate of income and expenditures for a par¬
ticular period of time is called
(a) an inventory
(b) an expense account
(c) an assessment
(d) a tax return
(e) a budget22.Which of the following is a combination in restraint
of trade ?
(a) a consumer cooperative
(b) a group medical service
(c) The investigation of a business by a government
bureau
(d) An agreement to control the sale of goods
(e) a law regulating interstate commerce23.An opinion held in opposition to the commonly ac¬





(e) delusion24.Which of the following was the principal cause of the
formation of the Dust Bowl?
(a) The irrigation of arid regions
(b) The use of European agricultural techniques un¬
suited to American soil
(c) Strip farming
(d) Farmers’ failure to use fertilizer
(e) The exposure of topsoil
Go on to the next page.
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25. Which of the following is an example of technological
unemployment ?
(a) An accountant who cannot obtain a job because
of his failure to pass the necessary qualifying
examinations
(b) a farm laborer who cannot obtain a job because
of the poor harvest
(c) A doctor who loses his patients because of their
lack of confidence in his professional ability
(d) An engineer who loses his job because of his lack
of technical ability
(e) a cotton picker who loses his job because of the
increased use of cotton-picking machines
26. To issue an injunction means to
(a) suspend a sentence
(b) sustain an objection
(c) investigate a claim
(d) give an order





(e) secret police28.Darwin’s theory of evolution was based chiefly on
(a) a new interpretation of the Bible
(b) observation of various forms of animal life
(c) experiments showing the pattern of heredity in
plants
(d) the discovery of racial differences among Euro¬
peans
(e) analogy from the growth of societies29.The mercantilists believed that
(a) each nation should try to export more than it
imports
(b) business should not be controlled by legislation
(c) each nation should produce that which it can
produce most efficiently
(d) each nation should encourage its colonies to be¬
come self-sufficient
(e) monopolies should be prohibited
- 4 -30.The body of assertions, theories, and aims constituting





(e) an ideology31.Which of the following is the best example of a
federation ?
(a) The United Nations
(b) The United States
(c) The League of Nations
(d) The British Commonwealth of Nations
(e) The Pan-American Union32.Copernicus’ theory that the earth moves around the
sun was denounced primarily because
(a) it was inconsistent with church doctrine
(b) no one living before him had thought of it
(c) there was no evidence to support it
(d) it was poorly stated and misunderstood
(e) Copernicus was thought to be an agitator33.One of the principal results of the Crusades was the
(a) protection of Palestine against Mohammedan
attack
(b) discovery of a sea route to India
(c) unification of Christian Europe as the Holy
Roman Empire
(d) establishment of European colonies in the Near
East
(e) strengthening of the bond between the Greek
Orthodox Church and the Roman Catholic
Church34.The term “real wages’’ is used to indicate
(a) wages plus other job benefits
(b) income in relation to size of family
(c) income in terms of buying power
(d) earnings during the entire year
(e) earnings based on a guaranteed annual wage35.A body of officials organized in definite ranks, each






Go on to Part II if you finish
Part I before time is called.




Directions: Each piece of information in this part is followed by a group of related questions. In answering these
questions, you are required to use your knowledge of the field as well as the information provided for you. For each
question, you are to
(1) choose the answer you think is best,
(2) locate on your answer sheet the row of spaces having the same number as the question you are answering,
(3) blacken the answer space beneath the letter of the answer you have chosen.
Benjamin Franklin said regarding the Constitution:
“I confess that there are several parts of this Constitution
that I do not at present approve, but I am not sure that I
shall never approve them; for, having lived long, I have
experienced many instances of being obliged by better in¬
formation or fuller consideration to change opinions, even
on important subjects, which I once thought right but
found to be otherwise.
“In these sentiments, Sir, I agree to this Constitution
with all its faults, if they are such; because I think a general
government necessary for us, and there is no form of gov¬
ernment but what may be a blessing to the people if well
administered; and believe further that this is likely to be
well administered for a course of years, and can end in
despotism, as other forms have done before it, only when
the people have become so corrupt as to need despotic
government, being incapable of any other.”1.The first paragraph of the passage indicates Benjamin
Franklin’s
(a) tendency toward constant fault-finding
(b) open-mindedness
(c) patriotism
(d) fundamental lack of faith in democracy
(e) lack of information
2.It can be inferred from the passage that Benjamin
Franklin believed that the chief element in good
government is
(a) a federal system
(b) military security against despotism
(c) the separation of the executive, legislative, and
judicial branches
(d) wise administration
(e) universal suffrage3.Benjamin Franklin believed that the American form
of government would
(a) eventually end in despotism
(b) give too much power to the people
(c) be a blessing to the people forever
(d) not last for a long period of time without major
revisions
(e) not end in despotism so long as the people earn¬
estly desired good government
Go on to the next page.
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4. For which nation does the chart show the largest drop






5. According to the chart, which nation had the lowest






6. The rise in food consumption in the United States
during World War II can be attributed to
(a) an increase in purchasing power
(b) weather conditions favorable to agriculture
(c) price control
(d) rationing
(e) the lack of shipping facilities
7. When a nation’s food consumption falls below 1500
calories per person per day, a necessary result is that
(a) more food is imported
(b) the available food is equally distributed
(c) the death rate rises
(d) the government rations food
(e) diseases become epidemic
8. Of the following, which factor would be most likely
to increase permanently the average per-capita con¬
sumption in India?
(a) Expansion of public health services
(b) Importation of food
(c) Mechanization of agriculture
(d) Changes in climate
(e) Acquisition of more land
The transition from an increasing to a stationary or de¬
creasing population may on the whole be beneficial to the
life of the nation. It insures the continuance of a favorable
ratio of population to natural resources in the United
States. Each citizen of this country will continue to have,
on the average, a larger amount of arable land, minerals,
and other natural resources at his disposal than a citizen
of any of the countries of the Old World. These resources
supply the material basis for a high level of living if they
are used wisely and if cultural conditions are favorable to





(d) declining in value
(e) increasing in value
10. The author assumes that the population of the United
States will
(a) fail to conserve its natural resources
(b) share its wealth with Europe
(c) cease to increase significantly
(d) have a low standard of living
(e) lose its faith in individual initiative
11. The passage implies that the United States has always
(a) had unfavorable cultural conditions
(b) had natural advantages over Europe
(c) supplied its people with free land
(d) had a low standard of living
(e) fostered cooperative endeavor
12. In the last sentence of the passage, the author uses
the expression “material basis” to make a distinction





(e) estimates of future change
Go on to the next page.
Recent advances in improving physical development and
health are due chiefly to improved economic conditions,
sanitation, and public health measures. The possibility of
further gains through the application of knowledge already
attained is shown by the fact that the expectation of life
at birth is now about six years higher in New Zealand
than in the United States. In fact, the extension to all
groups in all parts of the country of the conditions most
favorable to health, which are already enjoyed by the white
population in some parts of the United States, would effect
a reduction of some 400,000 deaths each year.13.Which of the following is a major reason why the
“knowledge already attained” has not yet been fully
applied in the United States?
(a) Scientists disagree on the significance of the
findings.
(b) Some of the applications would require new
legislation.
(c) Doctors prefer to use the older techniques.
(d) People dislike changing their living habits.
(e) A large proportion of Americans live in cities.14.One of the “conditions” referred to in the last sentence
of the passage might be
(a) a dry climate
(b) freedom of speech
(c) better housing
(d) the right to a college education
(e) the right to voteIS.The last sentence of the passage would be more mean¬
ingful if one knew
(a) the number of births per year
(b) what conditions are most favorable to health
(c) what parts of the United States provide the best
conditions for health
(d) the number of deaths per year
(e) the sanitation problems in different parts of the
country
Private enterprise motivated by the hope of profits does
not increase production until effective demand is actually
in sight. Since a large part of the potential effective de¬
mand must consist of wages and salaries, the demand does
not increase substantially until after production has been
increased. Privately owned companies cannot be expected
voluntarily to increase the volume of wages paid to their
workers merely in order to increase the demand for their
products, because without corresponding action by all other
producers they could not expect their receipts to go up as
much or as rapidly as their expenses.16.The expression “effective demand,” in the first sen¬
tence of the passage, refers to
(a) buying power
(b) government subsidy
(c) a rise in stock-market prices
(d) legal action
(e) pressure brought on the company by stockholders
104 _ 7 _
17. The word “production,” in the second sentence of the
passage, refers to
(a) a higher standard of living
(b) surplus commodities
(c) increased efficiency in a particular company
(d) the total volume of industrial activity
(e) the use of mass-production techniques
18. The author implies that private enterprise as a whole
would be stimulated by
(a) less government interference
(b) a high volume of wage payments
(c) a reduction in the expenses of producers
(d) the competition of government-owned enterprises
(e) a high rate of profit
19. In which of the following types of industry is an
increase in production LEAST dependent on those
factors which the author considers to make up a large






Men and nations are constantly striving to create pat¬
terns whereby to shape their historical courses, but the
result is never precisely what they anticipate or desire.
For, besides the principle of change, one other constant is
also discernible, and that is the inevitable human effort to
control the rate and direction of the historical process or
even at times to arrest and congeal it by means of govern¬
ment, law, and custom. Thus, history is really the oscilla¬
tion of human life between these opposites of mutation and
stability.
20. As used in the last sentence of the passage, “muta¬
tion” means




(e) the effort to control the historical process
21. The author says that government is a method of
(a) applying the lessons of history




22. The author would be most likely to agree that opposi¬
tion to social reforms usually comes from those who
(a) are ignorant of tradition
(b) try to operate impractical systems
(c) want to experiment with the lives of others
(d) must learn by trial and error
(e) cling to the old ways
23. With which of the following statements would the
author be most likely to agree?
(a) Most men oppose change.
(b) Men influence the course of history.
(c) History is of little practical significance.
(d) Stability is desirable.
(e) There is no history, only biography.
Go on to the next page.
Area and Population of the World
Continent
Area
(in square miles) Population
Africa 11,710,424 147,900,066
Asia (a) 10,347,491 1,072,359,253
Europe (a) 2,092,664 392,352,412
USSR (b) 8,176,061 192,695,710
North America 8,664,860 174,202,223




(b) In Europe and Asia
24. What is the basis for the order in which the terri¬
tories are listed in the table?
(a) Wealth of natural resources
(b) Population
(c) Degree of industrialization
(d) The alphabet
(e) None of the above
25. If the areas designated as Europe, USSR, and Asia
were considered to form a single continent, the popu¬


















(e) More than ^
105 - 8 -28.Which of the following comparisons between the
Soviet Union and the United States may be deduced
from the table?
(a) The population of the Soviet Union is larger.
(b) The territory of the United States is larger.
(c) The Soviet Union is more densely populated.
(d) The United States is more densely populated.
(e) The density of population is approximately equal.
Peace cannot be built from a plan. It is not an artificial
thing like a house. Peace plans should not, therefore, be
like architectural drawings which project the finished house.
Peace plans should be more like the physician’s policy in
watching over the course of a disease. He changes his
prognosis from day to day, and with each change he alters
his therapy. He tries to help nature achieve its own cure.29.The author seems to believe that a lasting peace is
(a) a possibility
(b) an impractical ideal
(c) the inevitable result of international government
(d) a problem to be solved by scientists rather than
by laymen
(e) a contradiction in terms30.The author would be most likely to support a move¬
ment to
(a) send more medical supplies to the war-devastated
countries
(b) fix political boundaries along natural defense lines
(c) help displaced persons return to their native lands
(d) facilitate the process of amending the United
Nations Charter













K you finish Part II before time is called, you
may go back and check your work on either part.
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DIRECTIONS:
Do not open this booklet until you are told to do so.
This is a test of your knowledge of American history. The test includes several different types of questions;
the exact directions for each kind are given within the test. You are to read each question, and decide which
answer is the best one; then record the answer on the answer sheet. You may answer a question even when you
are not perfectly sure that your answer is correct, but you should avoid wild guessing. Do not spend too much
time on any one question. Study the sample questions below, and notice how the answers are marked on the
separate answer sheet.
The directions below show you how to answer one type of question.
For Sample A in Column II you will find eight possible responses in Column I. Choose the phrase in Column
I which goes best vrith the name in Sample A and notice its letter. On the answer sheet locate the question number
and make a heavy black mark under the letter corresponding to the response which you have picked as correct.
Notice that all letters (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, and h) are not given for this question. Letters corresponding only to five
of the eight possible responses are entered on the answer sheet and these five letters are marked over the answer spaces.
COLUMN I COLUMN II
a. developments in radio
b. atomic energy research
c. combine thresher
d. incandescent lighting




For Sample A the correct answer, of course, is “incandescent lighting,” which is answer d. Now look at your
answer sheet. At the top of the page in the left-hand column is a box marked SAMPLES. In the five answer
spaces (marked b, c, d, e, and g) ^ter Sample A, a heavy mark has been made filling the space (the pair of
dotted lines) marked d.
The directions in the next paragraph show you how to answer a different type of question.
For the following question there are four possible answers. You are to decide which answer is the best one;
then mark the corresponding space on your answer sheet.





The correct answer for Sample B is “GeorgeWashington,” which is answer c, so youwould answer Sample B
by making a heavy black mark that fills the space under the letter c. Do this now.
Read each question carefully and decide which one of the answers is best. Notice what letter your choice is.
Then, on the separate answer sheet, make a heavy black mark in the space under that letter. In marking your
answers always be sure that the question number in the test booklet is the same as the question number on the
answer sheet. Erase completely any answer you wish to change, and be careful not to make stray marks of any
kind on your answer sheet or on your test booklet. When you finish a page, go on to the next page. If you
finish the entire test before the time is up, go back and check your answers. Work as rapidly and as accurately
as you can. When you are told to do so, open your booklet to page 2 and begin.
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Copyright 1950 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved
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Directions. For each of the following groups of items in Column II you will find eight possible responses in Column I. For each
item in Column II choose the phrase in Column I which goes best with it and notice its letter. On the separate answer sheet locate the
question number and make a heavy black mark under the letter corresponding to the response which you have picked as correct. Notice
that all letters (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, and h) are not given for each item. Only letters corresponding to five of the eight possible responses are
entered on the answer sheet for each item and these five letters are marked over the answer spaces.
COLUMN I
a. Louisiana Purchase
b. First representative assembly in America
c. “ Great Depression ” started
d. Northwest Ordinance
e. Federal Constitution took effect
f. War Between the States








a. extended credit facilities
b. changed labor relations laws
c. exempted unions from antitrust laws
d. limited abuses of railroads
e. limited immigration on a quota plan
f. nationalized an important resource
g. gave army full control of a new weapon
h. attempted to limit monopoly growth
6. Taft-Hartley Act
7. Federal Reserve Act






c. Abraham Lincoln ^2.
d. The Federalist
e. Franklin D. Roosevelt
f. Mayflower Compact
g. Declaration of Independence J3_
h. Patrick Henry
14.
. government of the people, by the people, for the
people, . .
“That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.”
“Our own objectives are clear; the objective of smashing the
militarism imposed by war lords upon their enslaved peoples —
the objective of liberating subjugated nations— the objective of
securing freedom of speech, freedom of religion, freedom from want,
and freedom from fear everywhere in the world.”
“. . . no religious test shall ever be required as a qualification to
any office or public trust under the United States.”
“A firm Union will be of the utmost moment to the peace and
liberty of the States, as a barrier against domestic faction and
insurrection.”
a. freedom of speech and press
b. freedom from want
c. women’s right to vote
d. federal income tax
e. prohibition of liquor
f. direct election of Senators
g. popular election of President






a. established League of Nations
b. defined the Oregon boundary
c. created the United Nations
d. gave United States right to build Panama Canal
e. renounced war
f. independence of United States recognized by Britain
g. concluded the War of 1812
h. settled Maine boundary question
20. Treaty of Paris, 1783













26. Massachusetts Institute of Technology
27. The Manhattan Project
28. Lee De Forest
[ 2 ] Go on to the next page.
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Directions.’^ In questions 29 through 32, read each statement in Column 11; then decide which of the eight sources of information
in Column I is the best.
COLUMN I
a. Dictionary of American Biography
b. Dictionary of American History
c. Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences
d. Who’s Who in America
e. World Almanac
f. United States Census Reports
g. Yearbook of Agriculture
h. Reader’s Digest
>
29. Life of James G. Blaine
30. Biographical data on Chester Bowles
31. Population of Calcutta
32. A discussion of “Liberty”
Directions. In questions 33 through 37, read each “instrument of war” in Column II; then decide in which of the eight situations in
Column I it was most significant.
a. naval war in the Pacific
b. siege of England
c. destruction of Nazi industry
d. defense of France
e. Battle of the Atlantic
f. hemispheric defense
g. island hopping and Normandy landings




36. Infantry-armored division attacks
37. Guided missiles




c. negotiation and treaty
d. Constitutional amendment




33. Oregon Boundary settlement
39. End of “lame duck” sessions of Congress
40. End of Pullman strike
41. Development of nominating conventions
Directions. In questions U2 through 46, read each achievement
was used most largely in its accomplishment in American history.
a. cooperatives
b. government corporation
c. local control and support
d. individual enterprise
e. labor-union pressures
f. private corporate enterprise
g. private capital and government subsidy
h. foreign capital
in Column II; then decide which of the eight methods in Column 1
42. Public school system
43. Tennessee Valley Authority
44. Mass production of automobiles
45. Raising of farm products
46. Railroad building
Directions. In questions 47 through 50, read each event in Column II; then decide which of the eight events in Column I took place
in the same decade. {Example: 1850’s, 1870’s, etc.)
a. Agricultural Adjustment Act
b. Missouri Compromise 47^ National Industrial Recovery Act
c. Dred Scott Case
d. Civil Service Act Kansas-Nebraska Act
e. Northwest Ordinance
. 49. Constitutional Convention
f. Townshend Acts
g. Underwood Tariff 50. Spanish-American War
h. Sherman Antitrust Act
I 3 ] Go on to the next page.
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Directions. Questions 51 through 58 are based on the map
above. For each question there are five possible answers. You
are to decide which answer is correct; then mark the corresponding
space on your answer sheet.
51. The western terminal of the Erie Canal is represented on
the map by—a.1 b. 2 c. 6
d. 12 e. none of the above
52. America’s leading seaport is represented on the map by —a.2 b. 3 c. 7
d. 12 e. none of the above
53. The nation’s Capital is represented on the map by —
a. 1 b. 7 c. 11
d. 12 e. none of the above
54. The great Mormon settlement is represented on the map
by—
a. 2 b. 4 c. 5
d. 8 e. none of the above
55. The chief grain-trading center of America is represented
on the map by—
a. 1 b. 5 c. 6
d. 8 e. none of the above
56. Lincoln’s boyhood home is represented on the map by—
a. 1 b. 6 c. 9
d. 10 e. none of the above
57. A fur-trading post established by John Jacob Astor is
represented on the map by—
a. 1 b. 2 c. 4
d. 6 e. none of the above58.The center of the film industry is represented on the map
by—
a. 2 b. 4 c. 7
d. 12 e. none of the above
Crary: Am. Hist.-A
Directions. Read the following paragraph and the conclusions
[questions 59 through 66) below. Decide whether each conclusion
is correct or incorrect; then, on your answer sheet, opposite the
question number, make a heavy black mark under the letter T if a
conclusion is true and under the letter F if it is false.
On the surface Charleston is quiet and well behaved, and I
do not doubt that the more intelligent citizens are wholly sin¬
cere in their expressions of a desire for peace and reunion. The
city has been humbled as no other city has been, and I can’t
see how any man, after spending a few days here, can desire
that it be further humiliated merely for revenge. Whether
it has been humiliated enough for health is another thing.
Said one of the Charlestonians on the boat: “You won’t see
the real sentiment of our people, for we are under military rule;
we are whipped, and we are going to make the best of ^ings;
but we hate Massachusetts as much as we ever did.” This
idea of making the best of things is one I have heard from scores
of persons. I find very few who hesitate to frankly own that
the South has been beaten. “We made the best fight we
could, but you were too strong for us, and now we are anxious
to get back into the old Union and live as happily as we can,”
said a large cotton factor. I find very few who make any spe¬
cial profession of Unionism, but they are almost imanimous in
declaring that they have no desire but to live as good and quiet
citizens under the laws.
59. The selection was written about ten years after the war.
60. The selection was written just after the War Between the
States.
61. Charleston was under martial law.
62. The author seems to be a Northern visitor.
63. The people seemed resigned to their situation.
64. The people felt that they had won the war and lost the
peace.
65. The Charleston people felt that with better leadership
they could have won the war.
66. A majority conceded that the South had lost the war*.
Directions. For each of the following questions there are four
possible answers. You are to decide which answer is the best one;
then mark the corresponding space on your answer sheet.
67. American workers organized in labor unions after 1865
to—
a. seek the overthrow of capitalism.
b. seek better wages and working conditions.
c. seek political control of the government.
d. aid immigrants in becoming better Americans.






Go on to the next page.
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60. By what method did the United States acquire the greatest




d. discovery70.In what order did the following groups usually appear on a
Western frontier?
a. farmers, hunters, tradesmen
b. farmers, soldiers, tradesmen
c. hunters, farmers, tradesmen
d. tradesmen, hunters, farmers71.Which of the following groups of Presidents did most tc
increase the influence of the executive branch?
a. Abraham Lincoln, Woodrow Wilson, Frankliti
Roosevelt
b. Thomas Jefferson, William McKinley, Herbert
Hoover
c. Grover Cleveland, Theodore Roosevelt, Calvin Cool-
idge
d. Andrew Johnson, Theodore Roosevelt, Harry Tru¬
man72.America did not enter World War II until December 8,
1941, because —
a. of a strong minority of pro-Axis sympathizers.
b. of a large element of support for traditional American
isolationism.
c. we had no real interest in the outcome of the war.
d. of our historical record of conflict with the English.73.What were the terms for gaining 160 acres of land under
the Homestead Act?
a. $1.26 per acre, 5 years’ settlement and improvement
b. $1.00 per acre, 3 years’ settlement and improvement
c. free land, 5 years’ settlement and cultivation
d. free land, no restrictions
74. The South opposed the election of Lincoln because he—
a. demanded immediate abolition of slavery.
b. favored high tariffs on manufactured goods.
c. had threatened to make war on the slave states.
d. opposed the extension of slavery.
75. What was the principal effect of Pearl Harbor on America?
a. It taught the meaning of the issues at stake in the
war.
b. It unified the nation for its war effort.
c. It caused widespread fear of invasion.
d. It ended criticism of the Roosevelt administration.76.Why was the Peter Zenger case important?
a. It was a great step in developing freedom of the press.
b. It meant that threats to a free press were ended.
c. It established the right of the government to censor
the press.
d. It gave courts the right to limit a newspaper’s aims.
[ 5 ]
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a. They increased the costs of slaves.
b. They kept the price of cotton low.
c. They increased the prices of manufactiued goods.
’
d. They helped Western farmers at the expense of the
planters.78.Atomic energy is controlled and developed in America
by—
a. prb’'ate industry controlled by Congress and the
armed forces.
b. the Army and Navy under Congressional supervision.
c. the Federal government with the aid of industry and
other research agencies.
d. the President of the United States and the Civilian
Defense Administration.79.Why was Theodore Roosevelt so strongly opposed to
Woodrow Wilson’s administration?
a. He disliked its progressive laws.
b. He thought Wilson would get us into war.
c. He wanted more social legislation.
d. He wanted a more vigorous foreign policy.80.In what sections were the Populists most successful in
gaining votes?
a. New England and Middle Atlantic States
b. Middle West and South
c. Far West and South
d. Eastern Seaboard and Rocky Mountain States81.Which one of the following groups was LEAST sympathetic




d. college-age youth82.In what respect was the Massachusetts Bay Colony most
democratic?
a. educational laws
b. treatment of religious minorities
c. voting qualifications
d. separation of church and state83.Which one of the following groups gave Andrew Jackson
his greatest support?
a. Western farmers and Eastern merchants
b. city workers and Western farmers
c. Eastern bankers and Western traders
d. Southern planters and Western businessmen
84. In what aspect was World War II most similar to World
War I?
a. techniques of warfare on the ground
b. utilization of air power
c. effect on civilian populations
d. maintenance of Atlantic supply routes
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85. Which one was NOT an issue between the two major





86. What was the chief method used to combat the depression
during the Hoover administration?
a. large programs of public works
b. subsidies to farmers
c. federal grants for work relief
d. expanded credit for business
87. Why did the Royal Proclamation of 1763 offend the
Colonies?
a. It taxed them without their consent.
b. It restricted westward expansion.
c. It limited growth of local industries.
d. It deprived them of their charters.
Directions. In questions 88 through 90, read the question and
the possible answers which are numbered 1,2,3, i.,5, 6. Any, all,
or none of these answers may be right. Decide which of the re¬
sponses, a, b, c, d, e, give ALL the numbers of the correct answers
and mark the corresponding space on your answer sheet.88.What conditions contributed to the economic depression of
the early 1930's?
(1) The lack of farm prosperity in the 1920’s.
(2) The decline of foreign markets after World War I.
(3) The lack of purchasing power of low-income groups.
(4) The large military budgets of the 1920’s.
(5) The lack of industrial capacity and natural resources.
a. 1, 2, 3
b. 1, 2, 4
c. 2, 3, 5
d. 1, 4, 5
e. all of the above
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89. What things are true of America’s position of world leader¬
ship today which were NOT true after World War I?
(1) America has a position of undisputed naval supremacy.
(2) America is taking an active role in nearly all aspects of
world affairs.
(3) America is taking an active part in influencing Euro¬
pean actions.
(4) America is the acknowledged leader of one of the two
clearly defined power groups in the world.
(5) America has the largest army in the world.
a. 1, 2, 3, 4
b. 1, 2, 3, 5
c. 4 only
d. 3, 4, 5
e. all of the above
90. What lessons from historical experience aided the Founding
Fathers in building the Federal Constitution in 1787?
(1) Distrust of unlimited central authority.
(2) The need for effective union of the former colonies.
(3) The need for each state to make its own tariffs.
(4) The need for each state to keep its sovereignty.
(5) The need for an effective executive branch.
(6) The need for the central government to have an effec¬
tive taxing power.
a. 1, 2, 3, 4
b. 3, 4, 5, 6
c. 2 only
d. 1, 2, 5, 6
e. all of the above
Go back and check your answers.
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Each question in Part A consists of a statement about some famous person, place, event, or idea. Select from the list at the right the
person, place, event, or idea referred to in the statement. Then, on your answer sheet, opposite the question number, mark the space
that has the same letter as your answer.
1. He pushed the boundaries of the Roman Empire to the Rhine and the Danube.
2. He was a Roman Emperor who was famous as a philosopher.






4. Under his leadership, France gained control of all Europe west of Russia except
Sweden and Portugal.
5. His German armies overran western Etirope from the Pyrenees to the Volga
River.







7. He headed the British government in the wars against Napoleon.
8. He was a great British Prime Minister during the latter part of the 19th century.






10. He was a geologist who offered an explanation for the origin of the earth.
11. His name is associated with the development of the X ray.







13. He wrote The Origin of Species.
14. He wrote The Social Contract.






16. His budget of 1911 established the social security system in Great Britain.
17. He led the Liberal Party in Great Britain in the period from 1865 to 1885.






19. With her husband she was the co-discoverer of radium.
20. He established the practice of vaccination against smallpox.
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22. He was the first president of the German Republic which was established in 1919.
23. He established a dictatorship in Spain in 1939.






25. He was a leader in the movement for independence from Spanisli rule in Latin
America.
26. He has been called the “Father of Czechoslovakia.”
27. He led the revolution against the Manchu Dynasty which brought the Republic






28. A province of China which was seized by the Japanese in 1931.
29. An independent state in Africa which was conquered by Italy in 1935.
30. Formerly a part of Japan, jointly occupied by the United States and the Union of






31. A Norwegian traitor whose name was used for anyone who collaborated with Nazi
Germany.
32. A member of the radical party during the French Revolution.
33. The term applied to a young man learning a trade from a master craftsman who






34. The river at which the decisive battle of World War I was fought.
35. One of two rivers which was part of the northernmost European boundary of
the Roman Empire.






37. The name applied to the period in European history from 1650 to 1784, when the
countries of Europe were governed by kings who held great power.
38. The Greek practice of voting to exile ambitious candidates for office or defeated
candidates who might lead revolutions.
39. The kind of social organization based on protection, service, and landholding,






40. A man in India who is not a member of any caste.
41. A name applied to the middle class in European society.







43. An idea which was used in Russia to change the system of private property to a
system of state ownership.
44. The name applied by the Japanese to their WorldWar II program for expansion.







e. Greater East Asia
Co-Prosperity Sphere
Go on to the next page.
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Cummings: World Hist.-B46.The greatest achievement of the Hebrews was their—
1. contribution to scientific knowledge.
2. commerce which reached from Egypt to the Tigris-
Euphrates valleys.
3. military skill in defeating invading armies from
Egypt and Babylonia.
4. religion, which proclaimed a universal God and the
idea of universal brotherhood.6.genius in government and diplomacy which helped
them survive as a small nation among powerful
neighbors.47.The highest form of government invented by the Greeks
during the great period of their civilization was —
6. the nation-state, in which all Greeks lived under one
government.
7. the empire, which combined all Greeks into one
state and ruled large numbers of non-Greeks.
8. the city-state, which consisted of a city and the
surrounding trade area.
9. the kingdom, which disregarded race and language
and consisted of the people a king had been able to
conquer.10.the commercial league, which was held together
for trade and the protection of ships.48.The aim of the Athenian philosophers was—
1. to help men discover ways to lead more worth-while
fives.
2. to teach men to obey the laws of kings and nobles.
3. to teach men to rely upon the priests for guidance
and direction.
4. to train youth to be courageous soldiers.6.to teach men to accept sorrow and suffering as
punishment for their misdeeds.49.After the Romans had conquered the countries around the
Mediterranean Sea, how did the social situation in Rome
change?
6. All Romans were enriched by the booty taken from
the conquered peoples.
7. The middle classes of small farmers, tradesmen,
and artisans increased in number.
8. The large estates were divided into small farms,
and Rome became a nation of small farmers.
9. The Romans began importing grain and livestock
and became a nation of manufacturers and mer¬
chants.10.The rich became richer and the poor became poorer.50.Contact between and control over different parts of the
Roman Empire were facilitated by —
1. a common religion which all the people in the
Empire professed.
2. universal citizenship, which made all conquered
people citizens of the Empire.
3. a \miversal language — Latin— which was spoken
by all people in the Empire.
4. a system of roads which survived after the Empire
had disappeared.
6. the writings of Marcus Aurelius.
51.Latin became the basis of which one of the following groups
of languages?
6. Danish, Finnish, Norwegian, Swedish
7. Dutch, English, German, Polish
8. Egyptian, Hebrew, Hindu, Syrian
9. French, Italian, Portuguese, Rumanian, Spanish10.Persian, Russian, Txirkish52.The Christian Church in the Middle Ages did NOT
attempt to do which of the following?
1. teach humility, pity, generosity, sexual purity, and
temperance
2. carry on a vast program of charitable work
3. encourage learning and preserve what intellectual
culture it could
4. found a religion for a ruling class which the common
people would not be permitted to practice or share
6. satisfy the longing for goodness and truth and
provide a spiritual home for the best men of the
timesS3.During the Middle Ages the task of governing the people
of western Europe was shared by different men and groups.
Most of the work of governing fell to—
6. the abbots and bishops of the Roman Catholic
Church.
7. the kings of the feudal states of Eim)pe.
8. the Holy Roman Emperor, who governed most of
Germany and Italy.
9. the mayors of the leading towns and cities.10.the barons, each of whom governed the people in
his own locality.54.Which of the following groups of countries remained
Roman Catholic in religion throughout the whole period
of the Protestant Reformation?
1. Bohemia, France, Holland, Switzerland
2. Denmark, Northern Germany, Sweden
3. England, Holland, Prussia, Scotland
4. Italy, Portugal, Spain
5. Ottoman Empire, Poland, Russia55.Which one of the following coimtries did NOT attempt to
enlarge its overseas commerce and establish overseas











6. the United States
] Go on to the next page.
57. Which of the following was NOT a result of the great
geographical discoveries of the period 1485-1600?
6. The center of commerce shifted from the Mediter¬
ranean Sea to the Atlantic Ocean.
7. Portugal, Spain, France, Holland, and England
grew in power, while Italy and Germany declined
or remained the same.
8. Vistas of new peoples and new worlds were opened
to the Europeans.
9. The people of India, China, and Japan became
“Europeanized” by the year 1600.10.The supply of gold in Europe was greatly increased,
and trade between countries was encouraged.
58. The scientist who first proved that blood leaves the heart
by the arteries and returns to it by the veins was—
1. Robert Boyle (1627-1691).
2. William Harvey (1578-1657).
3. Antoine Lavoisier (1743-1794).
4. Carolus Linnaeus (1707-1778).6.Joseph Priestley (1733-1804).
59. What great change affected the manufacturing industry in
England about 1750?
6. All men began to do their own manufacturing in
their own homes.
7. A change was made from simple machines which
were operated by men and horses to larger machines
operated by water or steam power.
8. Manufacturing declined, and English merchants
began bringing in manufactmed goods from abroad.
9. Manufacturing declined, as there was more money
to be made in the spice and tea trade with India
and the East Indies.10.There was less money for manufactiuing, as the
Bank of England could make more money for its
depositors by developing new lands in North
America than by making loans for factories.
60. The theory of laissez-faire as developed by Adam Smith
stated —
1. that the growth of factories had brought factory
owners and workers into closer personal relations.
2. that individual workers were paid low wages, and
large profits went to the owners of factories.
3. that the greatest prosperity would come from allow¬
ing each individual to follow his own interest in his
own way.
4. that the government should pass laws prohibiting
the employment of children in factories.6.that a good handicraftsman, because of his skill,
could compete successfully with the machine.
61. The name proletariat, after the Industrial Revolution
began, was applied to—
6. Socialists like Robert Owen and Louis Blanc, who
were in favor of public ownership of factories.
7. members of trade unions who organized for united
action in bargaining with employers.
8. inventors and scientists who perfected the machines
and discovered principles of science upon which new
machines were built.
9. the workers who had nothing but their labor to sell
in the open market.
10. the middle class, made up of capitalists, manu¬
facturers, merchants, and professional men.
[
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Cummings: World Hist.-B62.The French Revolution spread to most of the countries in
Europe because —
1. the ideas of liberty, equality, and fraternity ap¬
pealed to the common people in every country.
2. the people admired French culture and civilization
and were anxious to be considered Frenchmen.
3. the soldiers of other countries admired the military
genius of Napoleon and wanted to serve in his
armies.
4. the French government was efficient and honest and
the people were better governed under French rule.
6. French industry supplied manufactured goods to
all European nations, which led to a desire for union
with France.63.Napoleon failed to unite all of continental Europe into
one great empire under French control because—
6. the French people wanted liberty, equality, and
fraternity for themselves, but were not interested
in liberating other peoples from their kings.
7. the French armies were not powerful enough to
defeat the armies of Spain, Austria, and Prussia.
8. the dictatorship of Napoleon made the French
cynical about the revolution and unwilling to fight
in French armies.
9. British armies invaded the continent and destroyed
Napoleon’s military power.10.the feeling of nationalism which grew out of the
revolution made Germans and Spaniards resent
French control.64.Imperialism is a term used to describe—
1. the practice of European countries in conquering
other countries in Asia and Africa and ruling them
as colonies.
2. the practice of requiring all the people in a country
to speak the same language and attend the same
church.
3. the ideas of those European statesmen who believed
that the people of Eiuope were growing in the ability
to govern themselves.
4. the ideas of those European statesmen who believed
that the governments in their countries should be in
the strong and capable hands of the well-to-do, the
well-born, and the well-educated.
6. the belief that no man understood another man’s
interests as well as the man himself.65.Which one of the following wars fought between 1848 and
1871 did NOT directly concern the unification of Germany
or Italy?
6. the Crimean War, 1854-1856
7. the Franco-Prussian War, 1870-1871
8. the Austro-Prussian War (Seven Weeks War), 1866
9. the Austro-Sardinian War, 185410.the seizure of Schleswig-Holstein from Denmark
by Prussia, 186466.Which one of the following men took NO part in the great






6. Victor Emmanuel II
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9. Russia.10.the United States.68.In the period between 1840 and 1900, the great powers of
the world gained control over many of the affairs of China.
Which of the following events had NO relation to this
program?
1. the Boxer Rebellion of 1900
2. the “Open Door” policy of the United States
3. the Opium War of 1840-1842
4. the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905
5. the conquest of China by the Manchus69.During the 19th century, government in the Latin Ameri¬
can Republics was unstable because —
6. there was constant fear of reconquest by Spain or
Portugal.
7. the great powers of the world would not tolerate
strong, stable governments in Latin America.
8. the people had a great desire for freedom and
democracy, but the rate of illiteracy was high and
traditions of democracy were weak.
9. the revolutions had been won so easily that the
liberated peoples did not value their fre^om.10,it was impossible for Latin people to copy an Anglo-
Saxon system of government.70.Which one of the following was NOT a cause of World
War I?
1. the struggle for colonies and markets between the
large commercial and manufacturing countries
2. the naval rivalry between Great Britain and
Germany
3. the system of universal military training which built
up large standing armies with trained civilian
reserves
4. the systems of alliances which divided the great
nations of Europe into two rival groups
5. the work carried on at the two Hague Conferences
of 1899 and 191771.The principle of self-determination which President
Wilson advanced as a basis for peace meant that—
6. the people in each country should vote on whether
or not they wanted to continue the war.
7. the peoples of Europe should be permitted to de¬
cide if they wanted a government controlled by
men of their own nationality.
8. the people of the world should determine whether
or not they wanted free trade.
9. each country should be allowed to decide upon the
size of its armed forces.10.the people in each country should determine which
members of its government had started the war and
punish them as war criminals.
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72. The League of Nations failed to find a solution to which one
of the following problems?
1. the dispute between Finland and Sweden over the
Aland Islands
2. the problem of human slavery which still existed in
certain parts of the world
3. the drug traffic in opium between the Orient and
the nations of Europe and America
4. the issue over how muchmoney each member nation
was to contribute to support the League6.the reduction of armies and expenditures for war,
except in Germany and Austria
73. The Russian Revolution in 1917 was caused by—
6. the defeat of Russia in the war with Japan.
7. the power of the Russian Socialists and Com¬
munists.
8. crop failure and famine which caused millions in the
Ukraine to die of hunger.
9. the revolt of Polish troops who refused to fight to
defend Russia.10.the feeling that the government of Russia was
corrupt and incompetent and had led the Russian
troops to repeated defeats.
74. The Five-Year Plans were carried out by the U.S.S.R. in
order to—
1. raise a large army with which to conquer China and
India.
2. encourage larger families and halt the decline in
Russia’s population.
3. prepare for a war against Japan over Manchuria.
4. restore the losses of the First World War and to
increase factory and farm production.
6. convince all Russians that any thought of a revolu¬
tion against the Communist Party was hopeless.75.Mussolini was able to build the Fascist Party and seize
control of the government in Italy because the Italians—
6. were disgusted with their government for failing to
get territory after World War I and solve the
problems of demobilization and reconversion.
7. were a warlike people who were anxious to enlarge
Italy to the boundaries of the ancient Roman
Empire.
8. disliked France because the French controlled
Savoy, Nice, and Tunis.
9. feared that the Germans would rearm and seek
revenge for their defeat in World War I.10.believed they could no longer depend upon the
British navy to keep peace in the Mediterranean
Sea.76.The world depression which began in 1929 and continued
through the 1930’s did NOT help cause which one of the
following?
1. granting the southern part of Ireland or Eire the
position of a free state
2. the Nazi revolution in Germany
3. the drive for control over Chinese trade and terri¬
tory by Japan
4. an internal crisis in France between workers and
businessmen
6. an “iron age” in Russia, which had to export more
food to pay for the machinery bought from other
countries
] Go on to the next page.
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77. Which one of the following arguments did Adolf Hitler
use to persuade the German people to accept the ideas of
the Nazis?
6. Germany’s future was on the ocean.
7. Germany would become great only by allying her¬
self to Russia.
8. The Germans were opposed to all claims made by
Italian Fascists for power and territory.
9. The German army in 1918 had not been beaten in
the field but stabbed in the back by un-German
groups in the homeland.10.Germany should work through the League of
Nations to change the Versailles Treaty.
78. Which one of the following European nations was NOT






79. In August, 1939, relations between Germany and Russia
were dramatically reversed when—
6. Russia was invaded by the German army.
7. a nonaggression pact was signed by the two nations.
8. Ru^ia supported the Loyalists in Spain while
Germany supported General Franco.
9. Germany, Japan, and Italy signed the anti-pact
against Russia.10.the two nations signed a trade agreement.
80. When it was established, the United Nations Security
Council was composed of which one of the following
groups of powers?
1. Argentina, Canada, France, Spain, Switzerland
2. Australia, Brazil, China, India, Sweden
3. Australia, Canada, Great Britain, New Zealand,
South Africa
4. China, France, Great Britain, United States,
U.S.S.R.
6. Argentina, Great Britain, India, United States,
U.S.S.R.
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Part A1.Which of the following statements is true?
a. The white race is superior.
b. There is no superior race.
c. The Negro race is superior.
d. The Mongoloids are superior.
e. None of the above is true.2.Which of the following is the natural source from which









c. real estate tax.
d. income tax.
e. import duty.4.The share of income that remains after production costs












e. insurance.6.The Social Security Act provides that employer and em¬
ployee shall contribute to a fimd to provide—
f. aid to dependent children.
g. maternal health services.
h. xmemployment compensation.
i. services to crippled children.
j. old-age insurance.7.The propaganda device which makes use of statements






e. none of the above.
Dimond-Pflieger: Prob. of8.The Federal government now exercises dominant control
in—
f. making marriage and divorce laws.
g. regulating interstate commerce.
h. controlling education and the schools.
i. regulating motor vehicle operation.
j. controlling election procedures.9.Traditionally, the chief source of income for local govern¬
ments has been —
a. a general property tax.
b. a sales tax.
c. an income tax.
d. licenses and fees.
e. a gasoline tax.10.Since World War II, which of the following population
factors has had the greatest increase in the United States?
f. birth rate
g. rural population
h. adult death rate
i. infant death rate
j. immigration




d. the Speaker of the House.
e. committees.
12. Which one of these rights is NOT contained in the Bill of
Rights?
f. right to trial by jury
g. right of assembly
h. freedom from want
i. right to petition
j. freedom of religion
13. Which of the following groups of children is now considered






14. Which of the following is the best explanation for the
movement for a national compulsory health insurance
law?
f. desire on the part of many to have others take care
of them
g. tendency to find national solutions to common prob¬
lems
h. breakdown of rugged individualism
i. trend toward socialism
j. control of the country by Democrats
15. An effective means of upholding full employment is—
a. maintaining high consumption of goods produced.
b. increasing old-age pensions.
c. restricting immigration to save jobs for Americans.
d. discharging married women workers.
e. giving jobs to veterans in preference to others.
Go on to the next page.[ 2 ]
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Dimond-Pflieger: Prob. of Dcm.-Bw16.The slum areas comprise 2.5 per cent of one large city’s
population.
Per cent of total cost
Services rendered spent in slum areas
Cost of police protection 6.5
Cost of health protection 7.3
Cost of social services 12.3
Cost of fire protection 14.4
Based only on the above facts, which one of the following
conclusions is justified?
f. Slum dwellers receive ample government service.
g. Rural areas do not have slums.
h. Slums are expensive for taxpayers.
i. Slums cause poor citizens.
j. Slum residents are very careless.17.The United States government contains a system of checks
and balances. Which of the following is a “check and bal¬
ance” of the legislative branch by the executive branch?
a. President vetoing a bill
b. Senate confirming a presidential appointment
c. Supreme Court declaring a law unconstitutional
d. Senate voting down a bill if passed by the Housec.none of the above
23. Which of the following is a private organization devoted
exclusively to providing information based on tests of
products?
a. American Medical Association
b. Bureau of Standards
c. Dun and Bradstreet
d. Better Business Bureau
e. Consumers' Research
24. The political party leader of the urban neighborhood usu¬
ally is the—
f. congressional committeeman.
g. alderman or city councilman.
h. state central committeeman.
i. ward or precinct committeeman.
j. city committeeman.25.From which area did immigration to the United States







18. In which country is it frequently necessary for several
parties to join into a coalition government in order to






19. Persons who seek reform, want to experiment, and are
willing to have the government adjust to new social condi¬












21. Of the following, the most important factor in the develop¬
ment of intelligent public opinion is—
a. a govemment-regxilated press.
b. a series of speeches by congressmen.
c. government-owned radio and television.
d. an uncensored press.
e. the granting of equal broadcasting time to the major
political parties.
22. Which of the following does the farmer consider to be






26. Juvenile delinquency is now most frequently considered






27. To be approved by the United States, an international
treaty must be signed by— . r.
a. the Secretary of State.
b. the President.
c. the President and ratified by a majority of the
Senate.
d. the President and ratified by a - majority of the
Congress.
e. all members of the President's Cabinet.
28. For which of the following does the Workmen’s Compen¬
sation Acts provide benefits?





29. Which of the following men became famous as president of





e. John L. Lewis
30. The Constitution of the United States has been modified
in several ways. Which of the following ways is an exam¬
ple of a modification brought about by custom?
f. election of Senators
g. North Atlantic Pact
h. woman’s suffrage
i. President’s Cabinet
j. regulation of raUroads
I 3 ] Go on to the next page.
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31. Millions of dollars were provided in the form of mortgages
to save homes from foreclosure by the—
a. Federal Reserve Bank.
b. Federal Housing Administration.
c. Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
d. Home Owners’ Loan Corporation.
e. United States Housing Authority.
32. The “father” of free enterprise economics was—
f. Adam Smith.




33. Tools and machines that are used in production are classi¬






34. Which of the following occupational groups supplies the
FEWEST members of Congress?






Directions. For each of the following groups of items in Column I you will find five possible responses in Column II. For each item
in Column I, choose the word or phrase in Column II which goes best with it and notice its letter. On the separate answer sheet locate
the question number and make a heavy black mark under the letter corresponding to the response which you have picked as correct.
COLUMN I COLUMN II
35. The declaration promoting friendship and under¬
standing among all nations in the Western Hem¬
isphere
36. The process of lowering tariffs on certain products
in return for similar concessions by foreign countries
a. Reciprocal Trade Agreement
b. Monroe Doctrine
c. Good Neighbor Policy
d. Open Door Policy
e. Free Trade Policy
37. The declaration that all nations should have equal
opportunities for trade in China
38. Efforts to preserve our natural resources against
further waste
39. Gradual wearing away of surface soil
40. Making resources useful which have been idle or






41. Agency to help keep world peace by developing
mutual understanding of peoples of all nations
42. Agency to increase world markets and reduce tariffs
43. Temporary agency to give quick help to war-tom
countries
a. United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization
b. United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration
c. Food and Agriculture Organization
d. International Monetary Fund









47. Security Council a.
48. UNESCO b.
c.
49. Economic and Social Council d.
e.
[41
This organization safeguards the interests and welfare of peoples
in trust territories.
This organization consists of all the members of the United Nations.
This organization consists of eleven members of the United Nations,
of whom five are permanent.
This organization is one of the several specialized agencies of the
United Nations.
This organization consists of eighteen members of the United
Nations elected by the General Assembly.
Go on to the next page.
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Part C
Qv£stions 50 through 53 refer to the staiements made by two
speakers.
First Speaker:
“No, I don’t believe that we should eliminate the flat rate tax
on admissions to sports and amusements. We ought to levy
all taxes by such a proportional rate. In this way each person
pays a fixed percentage, and there is no discrimination.”
Second Speaker:
“Quite to the contrary, admission taxes should be eliminated.
That method of taxation is discriminatory. It seems to me
that taxes should be levied on the basis of ability to pay. Those
with greater wealth and higher income should expect to pay
higher taxes.”
On your answer sheet, mark the number of your answer according
to the KEY below.
(1. If the statement is true.2. If the statement is false.3. If you cannot t ll wheth r the statement is true or false.
SO. The first speaker is opposed to a graduated income tax.
51* Both speakers are in favor of real estate property taxes.
52. The first speaker is in favor of a state income tax.
S3. The second speaker would most likely favor eliminating
the sales tax on food.
Dimond*Pflieger: Prob. of Dem.—Bu
Questions 58 through 61 are based on the following excerpts from
an editorial.
“America has always been a haven for the oppressed. Minority
groups have always found a refuge here..., Our democracy is
founded on the idea that all peoples should have a voice in its
operation..., One of our constitutional amendments speaks
of not denying the right to vote 'on account of race, color, or
previous condition of servitude.’...”
Read each statement below carefully. Then, on your answer
sheet, mark the number of your answer according to the KEY
below.
1. If the writer of the editorial probably agrees with it.
2. If the writer of the editorial probably disagreeswith it.
3. If you cannot tell from the editorial how the writer feels
about it.
v58.Many Americans do not fully appreciate their great coun¬
try.S9.The United States should admit many displaced persons of
Europe.60.The United States should deport all undesirable aliens.61.The payment of a poll tax should be a requirement for
voting.
Questions 5U through 57 refer to immigration to the United States.
On your answer sheet, mark the number of your answer according
to the KEY below.
fl. If higher in 1890 than in 1930.2. If lower in 1890 than in 1930.3. If little difference in 1890 and 1930.
54. Proportion of immigrants coming from Northwestern
Europe
55. Proportion of immigrants settling in large cities
Questions 62 through 65 refer to arguments used in discussing the
subject, “ The Payment of an Annual Wage to Factory Workers.”
On your answer sheet, mark the number of your answer according
to the KEY below.
If it is an argument favoring an annual wage.
If it is an argument against an annual wage.
62. Poverty would be reduced.
63. Wages should be determined by the law of supply and de¬
mand.
56. Total number of immigrants
64. Loss of income through seasonal unemployment would be
eliminated.
57. Immigrants coming for religious, political, and economic
reasons' 65. Worker security would be increased.
[ 5 ] Go on to the next page.
Questions 66 through 70 refer to arguments for and against the
present methods of medical care. On your answer sheet, mark
the number of your answer according to the KEY below.
f 1. If the statement is an argument for the present
I methods.
I 2. If the statement is an argument against present
methods.
\
66. Some people cannot afford medical care when they are
sick.
67. Under the present system doctors have been able to con¬
quer many dread diseases in the United States.
68. Most workers are now insured against health and accident
hazards.
69. There are not enough doctors in rural areas.
70. Each year many poor people die needlessly.
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Questions 76 through 80 refer to divorces in the United States. On
your answer sheet, mark the number of your answer aecording to
the KEY below.
Key <
L If the ratio of divorces to marriage
first of the pair of phrases.
2. If the ratio of divorces to marriage







76. In rural areas— In urban areas
77. In California— In South Carolina
78. In Eastern United States— In Western United States
79. In 1900— In 195080.Among childless couples— Among couples with children
Questions 71-75. On your answer sheet, mark the number of your
answer according to the KEY below.
1. If the statement is characteristic of a democratic form
of government.
2. If the statement is characteristic of a totalitarian form
of government.
71. The state exists for the individual.
72. Freedom of worship is not guaranteed.
73. Independence of thought is encouraged.
74. Minority rights are respected.
75. Racial and religious hatred is promoted.
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